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Haaland blocks fee increas·-e ._
By David Olson
ovations," J\blondi said. "If the · Sports Mich~el O'Neil told the
UNH President Gordon Haa- full amount was needed, he senate problems with the
planned renovations would _
land m_ay have saved University could go back."
Haaland was unavailable for · force the total cost up from the
students $ 1. 5 million and 10 to
$3.8 million to $5.3 million.
15 years of special fees Wed- comment.
Ablondi said the senate
Haaland's actions delayed
nesday.
According to Student Body indefinately a decision on who passed the bill Sunday night
President Jay Ablondi; Haaland exactly is going to pay for the under fal~e pretenses. ''Sunday
presented a $43 Recreational extra $ 1.5 million needed to · njght, I w'~s unq.er the impression they tried to get the addiSports Fee to the· Finance and complete renovations.
On Sunday night, the student tional funding from the state,
Budget Committee of the University System Board of Trus - senate approved a bill allowing and the state•said no."
"We are still unsure as to
tees that does not include an for a possible increase in the
additional fee for renovations · Recreation Sports Fee in order whether .or-·not that request has
to · make up a $ 1.5. million been made to the state," he said . .
to the Field House.
According to Ablondi, many
__.,-;-. ·"He also informed the board differeµce in what the project
state legislators were also under
that the $3.8 million would not was originally expected to cost.
Director of Recreational the impression that· the $3.8
cover the full cost of the renmillion would be enough to
cover the entire Field House
renovation project. "From what
·I learned talking to a few
legislators, they were unaware
that the students could possibly
be funding the difference."
According to Chris Heisen-

GORDON HAALAND

Tickets debate issues ·

berg, chairperson of the student
senate's Financial Affairs/and
Admini-stration Council, Doug
Scammon, speaker of the state
legislature, said many members
of the House "didn't know they
were funding the whole thing."
Scammon was unavailable for
comment .
. · According to Ablondi, Vincent Todd, Director of Physical
Plant Development for the
University System, handles
capital renovation for all campuses. "I talked to him, and he
said 'this is usually my jurisdiction, except for the Field House
renovations which were handled·
at the Durham campus."'
Todd was unavailable , for
_
comment.
"We don't know who· made
the mistake," Ablonq.i said. "We
don't know where it happened."

HAALANJ?, page 28

.iJ_y Frank Moore
A presidential debate to<._,,:,.
. p lace Tuesday afternoon before
150 s tudents in the Strafford
room in the MUB enabling both
the candidates and students to
express their views on key issues
suc h as stude n t s r igh t s an d
effect iv eness o f t h e stude'n t
senate.
Studen ~ Activi ties Programming I;)ir~t◊r R enee Romano,
! T rish':! :N-e ~tI.e '" o-f , rnrri {rntter _};1',
affairs, Ju9icial Coordinatbr and
Tau Kappa Eps·ilon memb:e{Bill
Thompson and Tpe N ew Hampsh ire Ed itor-in~Chicl__ D av id
Olson composed the pariet'Tom
Aley, m e mb er of th e deb a te
society, media_ted the event. Aley
i s aJso a· me m.be r o.f -th.e
Jon es/ Cl arke, cam p aign
mittee.
Fo llowing o p eni ng statements by the three presidential
tickets the panel members p resented two rounds of questions.
After closing statements the
debate concluded with the floor
· opening up to questions ,from
Presidential and vice presidential candidat~s squared off in a ~ebate Tuesday afternoon, spo nsored
.
the audience.
took a different approach their dissatisfagtion with the tle is not beirig''used," Apsey said
ticket
The.op.eriing statements conas they introduced each other current system anci called for referring to Neville's question
sisted of brief introductions· and
while explaining their expe- more student represe nt ation concerning an approach to
platform themes. The Kristy
through a proposed presidential solving the parking problem .
rience and diversity.
Markey /Louise Proctor ticket
- The first question by Romano letter and refe . . ·e ndum pol icy. · "The whole issue costs a lot of
opened the debate requesting
asked the candiates how they Markey S<!,id student s should money," he added. "We need
inspired students to ' 1speak out"
against t.pe ad-ministration while _!'lould increase the student stand up to the administration to talk to ·commuting students
senate structure. Jones said he and "march and protest" against to f igur_e o ut a way to alleviate
Jay Apsey/Glen Harcourt
and Clarke are "in favor of both the administratio n and the proble.,gi, " Proctor s;:i. id.
, stressed .their "dual ticket" 'that
tightening the current senate state legislature until student · Clarke stated tire controversial .
"is not afraid to ~ke stands ·on
shuttle bus is very important.
as it stands now." The Ap- views are recognized. _
controversial issues." The
"Right now, the student shut- According to Clarke shuttle use
sey/ Harcourt team stressed
Warner Jones/Sabra Clarke

com-

Students oppose BuSh
By Paulina McC. Collins
Concerned students met Wednesday ev~ning for a~ ·informa1
meeting to express concern over
President Gordon Haaland's
choice of Vice President ~eorge
Bush to speakat graduation.
UNH students Damon Douglas and Peter Spiegel helped
coordinate the meeting of 15
students who gathered in the
Cheshire Room of the MUB,
calling themselves "Students
For A Non-Partisan Graduation
Speaker." Douglas ser.ved as a
'-f ; facilitator.
"Everyone shall have an equal

voice," Douglas said.
The group wants to show the
University they do not agree
with the selection of- Vice President Bush as the commencement speaker, according to
Spiegel.
The gro,up was primarily
concerned with two things, the
process by .which the commencement speaker was chosen
and that the University invited
a political figure to speak at
graduation so close to an election year.
''.By inv iting him we're (the
University) making a polititqll

statement," said Dor i Jean
Stratton, UNH graduating senior who attended the meeting. ·
The group does not feel the
students were properly consult"
ed and they should have had
more input as to who speaks at
graduation.
The group has drafted a letter
to Haaland expressing· these
ideas and 'a sking fo:r the opportunity to meet with him . An
paper will
additional piece
he enclosed listing names of
people sup_porting the letter.
Peter Spiegel, Sarah Bauhan,
Michela Jo_rdon and Dori Jean

of

by the student senate.
is up 34_ percent from last
semester. "The shuttle transports both students and fac~lty,"
she added.
Olson asked the candidates
if they were in support of the
non-renewal bill. As a member
of the planning committee Jones
stated his support of th~ bill as
a method of "weeding out bad

DEBATE,_page 14

Inside
Meet the UNH presidential and vi ce
-presidential candidate .in the Forum, page
19.
See the Arts & 'Features pages for ano,ther
Music Extra.
Stratton have been ,chosen as
delegates to try to meet with
"Haaland.
The group talked about pas.sive ways to show b6th Bush and

the UNH administration they
are· upset with the decision .
Ideas thrown out i!1 a brain-

·BUSH, page 9
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Haaland/student Switch will . benefit ·charitY
· "Before you go to change a
system you have to understand
the present one and attempt to .
work within it in a positive
sense," Murphy said. "Through
this event, at least one more
student will be aware of the
things the president has tQ deal
with. One of the reasons the
relationship between students
and administration is deteriorating is lack of knowledge .
People don't know what the
preside~t does, therefore they
assu-me he does nothing,"
Murphy said.
· .
·
Jen Stone and Sue Weiler o(
Alpha Chi Omega are working
with Murphy in promoting the
lottery.
·

switch:
idents of Sigma Nu and Alpha
"The idea just sort of popped Chi Omega will present the
~HtG .my head;" Giftos ~s.aid. "I - check to the American Ca,ncer
a-lways wondered wha.t the pres- Association. · -.
1- ·
ident did. and I_ figured this
With ai'l the money going to
would be a great way for stu - a good cause, Murphy said he
dents to fi.nd"out. I w,ould love · believes the lottery and switch
to b-e- the presid~nt for a day.
will benefit_everyone involved.
lfs also a good way -of raisi_n g
"'It'-s good for the presid_e nt
.mciney-f-oc a good cause,': Giftos to be in the clas.sroom because
s~id.
·
it puts him in contact with the
.. Sigma Nu and Alpha Chi students, it's good for the .stuOmega a.r;e conducting a lottery dents to see the president in that
to determine which student will · setting, and it's good for the
mak,e the switch . Ti~ ets will faculty because none of them
go on sale Monday, April 13 for know what class he'll end up in,"
$1 each. The goal is. rd raise Murphy said.
$ 1000 for the American Cancer
The winning student will
Association.
·
consult with Haaland beforeRaul Murphy, ~ervice chair- hand to decide ,which day would
man·for. S_igma Nu and or-gan- be best for both of them to
iz~~~e event said_ all money switch. On that d.;!.y, the student
. UN H President Gordon H_aa- raise2t"w1ll go to chanty.
will meet with the president in
land could · be doing your · According to Dan Dibiaso, his off ice ..-Haaland will then
studying for a day .. ~ ·
- executive officer to the Council attend ·,one of the student's
of Presidents, Haaland thinks classes while the student reBy Robin Santo
·
the switch is a novel idea.
mains in the 0ff ice and assumes
~-~-one day during the week of
"He was especially enco.ur- the role of president.
April 2},~resident Gordon ,aged when he heard that Sigma
· Afterward, Haaland· and the
Haaland might walk -into your · · Nu and Alpha Chi Omega were student will meet for a meal to
classroom, report to your pro- willing to donate the proceeds discuss how it felt to assume
_fessor and quietly sit down to to a reputable charity," Dibiaso different ,wles. Ai that time, the
student can express any con take notes.
·
said.
In the meantime, one lucky
· Murphy consulted Dibiaso cerns he/ she has concerning the
- _
UNH student will sit in Haa- concerni_n g what-charity the University.
_hnd's_?ffice, playing_the.part money should be donated.
Murphy is optimistic about
""M-pr~..t.dent of the Umvers1;ty.
"Together we ·reached a con- the lottery because he feels it
It all started when the broth- clusion that · the American will Strengthen the relationship
ers of Sigma Nu fraternity ·Canc~r Associa,tion would be a between the president and students. ·
·
gathered to discuss an idea for good .choice," Murphy said. ··
a fundraise r~ Alex Giftos, a
In a formal presentation .
"This is a subtle way to get
sophomore, thought of arrailg- follcfwing the event, th~e ,lotte-r y students in touch with the
ing thi_s student / p~esident winner, Haaland, and the pres- U niver_sity," Murphy said,. ·

Fourth Marine iDlpli~a~ed in spy case
A Marine once assigned as a guard in Leningrad
at the U.S. Consulate has been arrested on suspicion
of espionage. The number has now risen to four
Marines implicated in an expanding investigation
of security breaches at U.S. dip_lomatic posts, the
Defense Department officals said Wednesday.
- Sgt. Jqhn. Joseph Weirick, 26; of Eureka, Calif.,
a guard at the U .S, ,Missions in Moscow, Leningrad,
and Rome, allegedly ·committed espionage .after
becoming involved with a Soviet woma_n in
Leningrad, a Pentagon spokesman said.
. Secretary of State George P.' Schu.l.t-Z-said t_hat
as head of the Marine guard's "chain of command,"
he accepts responsibility for the security breaches
in Moscow are said to be among the most serious ;1
at any U.S. embassy.
~ The F.B.I. Director William H. Webster said that
his agency investigates State Department personnel
assigned to Moscow.under a section of the espionage
- law that makes it a crime to allow class ified
information to .rnc.h unauthorized hands.

.

'Tm excited about doing it,"
Weiler said. "I think it's for a
good cause. I also think it's good
for the image of fraternities an-d
sororities since we've been
having such bad press ·lately,"
Weiler said.
·
Kathleen Walsh, a freshman,
said she plans to buy a lottery
.ticket. "I think it would be good
to , find out . what President.
Haaland actually does since he
gets so much flack and criticism._
If I won;_I'd be psyched to find

Blast destroys building
in New York City
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exec resigns.
.

.

Al Campanis -was forced to resigrr yesterday as
vice president of the Los Angeles Dodgers. _.
Campanis' t-emar)is ·were made on a telecast of
ABC's "Nightlit;ie", devoted to observing the 40th
anniversary of the late Jackie Robinson's debut
with the Brooklyn Dodgers as the first black to
play in the major leagues.

out what goes on in the administration," Walsh said. , If the plan goes well, Murphy
said it might become a biannual
event.
"Who knows, first prize in
the future might be an exchange
· with President Haaland, second
prize an exchange· with Dean
Kidder and .third prize -an exchange with Gregg Sanborn;"But righ_t now it's something
new and original. This prize is
.not something you can go -pu~
·and· buy in the ·store. It's something that can be a lot of fun,"
Murphy said. · ·

Most Americans do _n ot need vitamin or mineral
supplements and large doses can produce serious
_illnesses.- .
"MoS t Americans can a.nd should get all t.he ·
nutrients ·they need to be. healthy from , food
.. 5upplern.e9ts /' saicl Alice- Smitherman·;. preside.ht
of the American Dietetic .Association. '
. ' The guidel'ine,s were rdeased by the Dietetic
Association, The Am~rican Im;titute of Nutrition,
.The America.fl Society for Clinical Nufrition -~nd
The National Gourrcil Against Health Fraud: ..
The issue, the group said, i_s whether "moS(-peop1e,
most of the time, don't achieve recommended
nutrient intakes."
··
·
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Basehan

... while you _take care of business in his office. (File photos)

Nutritiori dispute ,f.or vitamins

Ap e_x plosi.on, which .flauened a grocery store
and a neighboring two- sto ry tenement in th e SouJh
Bronx on Wednesday, killed four persons,, and
U
l
injured up to 28 others. p to seven peop e are
_ _
feared trapped in the rubble. · ' · · ·
Authorities believed the explosion occurred at
3:45 p.m. and inay have st,arted in the gtocery;s~ore 1_, ·.
of the adjacent, p-rick ·. ,
. - which triggered, the . colla~se
r,
.
tenement . The renement was vacant except for
one occupal).t. A utility .company spokeswoman said_
a gas leak was ·reported at the store about 20 minutes
before the blast.
·
.
One person 'on the street was killed and a sec·o nd ·
body was removed from the ru.bble about two-hours
after the-explosion. A third person was crushed . under the rubble an·d the fourth, who remain'e d
- under the rubble, l_a te' yesterday evening died -of .
<..
a crushed skull.
.
,. . .
Maym' Edward L .Kt>ch said rescuers were doing,
their best to find the· :victims.

104 Bodies ·recovered
from-sunken ferry
Offtci3:ls said divers recovered 1_04 bodies yesterday
in a struggle with toris of mud and debris inside
the British ferry that sank off Belgium more tha~n
a month ago.
Thirty ivo·r e corpses were believed still inside
the Herald Free Enterprise, which capsized March .
,
6 and was righted on Tuesday.
In the d,ays following the disaster, 61 more bodies
were recovere_d. The final death_toll is expected
to be about 195. Survivors numbered 348 . .

"Haaland will then
attend
- one of the student's classes ..."

·: boy:

, On ·Wednesday, Christ~pher_L;rsori, 1'5, became
the youn'g est pe.rson to receive a Jar:yik _7 ·artifidal
heart/ rpedical offi.~ ials! said . Lars.o n, of Esd.a.ile,
· Wisc., .teceiv~d a min'i-Jarvik hea:rt i.t Abb9tt
Northwest.em Hospital in a .f ive-hour operation
· undertake·n pending transplant of.a '-l)uin~n hearc
Larson ·was listed i:n very critical condirfon-ai;id
·. may pave· s_uHered br,ain da,;nage ·during ·surgexy,
doctors said:
. .
. .
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.Co dy to add res s gay iss ues
By Cindy Mathieson ,
Tucked away in the meditative reaches of his Schofiel d
House office is Paul Cody. Hesits in a comfortable upholster ed .
chair leaving the second chair
open for a client or a yisitor.
One of many insightfu l quotations lining the corkboar d
over his desk is one by Andre
Gide: "It is better to be hated
for what one is than loved for
_
what one is not."
Like Gide'.s quotation, Cody's ·
manner is quiet and confident .
Cody, a counselor at UNH and
-a pre-doctoral intern, will speak
about the psychology of homo- sexuality on April 15.
Cody is one in a series of
speakers who will address lesbian and gay cultural issues next
week during the Gay and Lesbian Cultural Awarene ss Fest.
One issue is the classifica tion
of homosex uality as a mental
illness. Before 197 4, the Amer- ·
ican Psychiat ric Associat ion
consider ed homosex uality an
-illness needing treatment .
Accordin g to Cody, these
justified actions were defrned
as treatmen ts. He had reservations even connectin g -the word
treatmen t with procedures such
as castratio n, electric shock
therapy and labotomies. .
Now that the category has

.
chang~~ i.~Y is not so sure the Seligman added.
ge
percenta
_
ulation
The-pop
psychia tnst~ve . There are ·
still people practking who were of homosex uals is .higher than
practicin g before 1974, Cody most people think. As Paul Cody
said, "One out of ten of you is
.
said. ·
of us." He believes this may
one
being
isn't
"Now, being gay
mentally ill," sa'id Cody. But - even be a' low estimate. .
There is a problem with
Cody said there are still probhas
lems. Homopho bia is still found affirming identity when one
staff
of.
lot
A
secret.
a
it
keep
to
care
health
of
in the attitudes
members don't affirm themprofessionals, saiJ Cody. _ .
Homopho bia is the fear of gay selves because they can't, accordmen, lesbians and their cultures. . ing to Seligman. "They cant' let
Under the umbrella of homoph- them know," said Seligman.
Seligman and Garthwa ite
bia are any sheltered misconceptio' . eaf Seligman , an agreed it is difficult for gay and
English in~t . ctor, will try to lesbian students to have role
dispel some of those miscon- models. Their potential mentors
live in fear of persecution if their
·
ceptions in a workshop.
Seligman and former Resi- true identities should be discodential Life Assistant Director vered.
Program s to combat stereoCindy Garthwa ite, will ask
about minority groups
/types
session
a
in
e
participat
people to
organized .in the past
been
have
to air fears or questions about
ial Life. Congrev e
Resident
by
ality.
homosexu
Bruce Perry coor- .
director
Hall
Homopho bia is hurting people, said Seligman . "The less dinates this form of diversity
people know, the more homo- programm ing.
Speakers are brought into
phobic they are," ?eligman said:
e halls just to talk in
residenc
p
The Homopho bia Worksho
and the Cultural Fest is impor- an informal setting; One lesbian
tant not, only to ·students but to speaker answere d quesfion s
staff and faculty as well, accord- . about how she first knew she
ing to Seligman . '.' I think it's was a lesbian and how she felt.
good ·as an affirmat ive act,'' According to Perry, th~ _student
Seligman said. "It is importan t response was very posmve.
because there are a lot of gay
and lesbian staff and faculty,' ~ CODY, page 15

Professo r Andrew Merton of the UNH English epartme nt
is also a columnis t for "NH Weekly." (Stu Evans photo)

'N .H. We ekl y' has
UN H con nec tio ns

is de.sig~ed to "get people
By Jay Kumar
thinking about New Hampshi re
Globe's
The Boston Sunday
new section "New Hampshi re more."
Merton, who is one of two
Weekly," which made 1ts debut
last weekend, has a strong UNH columnis ts in the section, desconnection. Four of its six. NH- cribed his first column a~ a "soft
based staff members have ties one to introduce me," but said
with UNH, with an intern soon his next one will focus on the
gay rights controve rsy i~ NH.
to follow.
Column°ist Andy Merton Merton has written for such
lakis said. "That's a pivotal Y~aches newswri ting and is an publicati ons as The Boston
technique to divert the discus- associate professo.r of English Globe and Esquire magazine.
Rick Gulla, public affairs
sion."
at UNH. Reporter Laura Kier"Whene ver I see people, I _ nan taught newswri ting in manager for the Boston Globe,
hope for a forthrigh t presen- 1984-85, 'and was alsq an asso- called the section ''an expansion
tation of real issues and choices," . ci'ate ·pr?fe-ssor of English. · to "what -~e\,e beeh doing." The
Siggelak is said. "I w.as disap-/ Sports reporter Nancy ¥arra- section was cre.ated in i esponse
pointed (with Bush's presen- pese graduate d from UNH in ~ to the many letters and requests
tation), but not surprised." .
1982 with a B.A. in Commun - received by the Glol?e in ~hich
Siggelak is said she believes ic~ttons, and editor Gail Kelley, they were "asked to provide ...
the opportun ity to have Bush Merton's wife, is also. a UNH greater'Coverage of New Hamp· on campus is a great experience . graduate . UNH senior Mary- shire."
The Boston Sunday Globe, ·
for UNH students.
beth Lapin, who is currently an
Moore said _the political intern at The Gloucester Daily Gulla .said, has been the second
science departm ent is usually Times, will join "NH Weekly" largest paper in New Hampshire with a ci-rc'ijlation of
open to any cagdidat e willing in May as its first intern.
to speak. He said in the past the
The section, which has a 63,000. Gulla is "pleased with
departm ent had Jesse Jackson separate staff and ;i separate the initial response ," and said
and Gary Hart speak. Bush, he masthead, is described by Mer- advertise rs have been very
said, has been the only candidate · ton as "a new voice in the state," responsive.
,Respons e to "NH Weekly" ,
spokesp erson who has made with "more of ·an emphasis on
himself available so far, but ... people in .need." Merton said has been mixed. Phyllis Bennett
notes it is still early in the the stories are written by people of the UNH News ;Bureau said
campaigns.
who have a stake in New Hampshire, and added that the section WEEKLY, page 32

Bu sh' s son spe aks to cla ss
By Elizabeth Cote
Neil Bush, the 32-year- old
son of Vice Presiden t George
Bush, spoke to Richard Burke's
political science class Wednesday.
' - David Moore, chairman of the
political science departm ent,
said Bush made himself available to ·any professo r in the
departme nt. Burke took advantage of the oppurtun ity to have
Bush speak on the president ial
electora-1 process to his "American Presidency" class.
Some students in attendanc e
criticized Bush for , using the
opportun ity to stump for his
father, a president ial candidate
in the 1988 dection.
"It was all campaign oriented," said Ellen Geary, a senior
· political science major.
"We· knew he was campaign ing for his father," Geary said.

"You've got to takt; it for what
it's worth."
Bush's answers to the line of
question ing followed the conservative , Republic an stance.
Bush said "Dad" believes the
United States should "stand up
for freedom around the world,"
and world peace will be achieved
·
·
through strength.
Susan Siggelaki s, lecturer in
the political science departme nt,
posed a question to Bush about
his father's stand on abortion.
Bush said his father opposed
federal funding for abortion ,
and believes abortion is not an
issue to be decided by the
Supreme Court, but rather by
the individual states. Bush added
he would not take any followup question s on th_e abortion
issue because "it was not a
political issue." .
, "I was taken aback,'' Sigge-

.Ca nd ida tes night
spa rks dis pute
By Frank Moore
The final "Meet the Candidates" night took pl<1;ce Thurs:..
day evening·in Williams on Hall
before 35 students giving the
student body presiden tial and
vice president ial candidates one
last chance to address issues in
an open forum.
"The issues haven't changed
much througho ut the campaign," Warner Jones said following the event.
"We're all just really exausted," Christy Markey said.
"People are beginning to take
stands ::>n key issues," Jay Apsey
_ said.
faculty tenure,
Such issues
Central America and the Greek
svstem were discussed when the
Awareness e·vent opened up to question s
An interested passerby examines an educational exhibit set up for Drug and Alcohol
'
from the audience.
week. (Stu Evans photo)

as

Markey said that if a war in
Central America broke out, as
president , she would protest by
conducting a rally burning draft
·
cards.
Althoug h the campaig ning
may be slowing down the pol..:itical mud slinging has picked
up.
Apparent ly at least two students who are supporter s of the
Jones/Cla r~e ticket attended the
event to ask the Ap.,
sey /Harcou rt team the same
questions they · had previous ly
asked them at Tuesday's debate.
The main question s being
continually asked concern Apsey
and Harcourt 's attendan ce record at student-s enate meetings.
Accordin g. to a William son
resid.ent, propone nts of the
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Do you think that Drug Awa rene ss Week
will have any impa ct on·ca mpus ? ·

,

? .

''Not in the slightest, 'cause
college students do drugs.
,
It's a fact."
Scott Peterman
Freshman
Biology .

'f.No, not really. The people
who do drugs will do it
anyway."
Rachel Hamilton
Junior
WSBE

_ ''Relatively little in the
sense that I've seen it tried
before, and I saw no major
results. But hurray for
trying."
Jason Smith
Junior
Hotel

''!t depends on how well
. _it's publicized, and what
· actions are done." Karen Crismon·
Junior
Journalism

.
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-------SAMP
-------------------------------------·----LE
s ·o ME
FREE
GRUB AT·
THE------MUB!!
!! APRIL 13th-17th
12 noon to 1 in the MUB-PUB

/

MONDAY- Hot Fresh -super pretzels and homemade bag_el chips
TUESDAY- Bagels with delicious toppings
WEDNESDAY.:-Fried mozarella sticks and pizza _
"'

THURSDA Y-Baked stuffed potatoes with broccolli and ·cheese or bacon and cheese ,
. FRIDAY-Di stinctive pasta salads

---------------------------------------·-------------~--------~· Try .some new food it_ems at the MUB, /ill out a briefsuJ vey,
and receh/e a free coke! What a bargain!! Swing by the MUB
-and check it out. ..
.

.

.

-DON'T FORG.ET TO STOP BY FOR LUNCH AT THE -MUB~L WAYS _SOMETHIN·G DIFFERENT ANp WO-RTH TRYING!
..

-----------------------------------------~--------·-----------.----:.
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·Asia growing American way

r

CJU.aNDAR
FRIDAY, APRIL 10

By Susan Davis

and Japan possess rapidly ex- ments, there is little s1tsceptiBalomenos Lecture-"Scientific Computing and Its impact
The countries of South Asia panding economies, and impres- bility to foreign powers, internal
on Education." H.T. Banks of Brown University. Part of
have been growing economically sive political development over . subversion, or external aggres:a series of lectures intended for non-specialists. Rm. L103,
sion."
and politically in the last 20 the last two decades.
·Parsons, 4 p.m.
Gordon
used Japan as an ·
years. It is very important for
Gordon said the governments
MUB Pub-Max Creek, 8 p.m.
America to gain awareness of of Southeast Asia 'today have example. He said Japan ·is a
this new area of economic developed into the politically country characterized by geSATURDAY, APRIL 11
opportunity, according to Ber- strong countries that America nuine free speech and an "operationally democratic system."
nard Gordon, a UNH political has hoped they would become.
Outdoor Track-vs. Maine Malaysia is another example.
science professor.,
"Asia today, from Japan and
Gordon
said
in
the.
1940's
and
Gordon spoke in the spring Korea to Indonesia, represents,
Little Royal Livestock Show-Stud~nts showing horse, sheep,
faculty lecture series on ''The in the American perspective, 1950"s, this country was a scene
beef and dairy animals. C~icken BBQ, s~eepdog de~o, oxen
Far East: Our Neighbors;" at what American foreign policy of a long guerilla war that could
demo, forestry demo, pettmg zoo anct pie auction, Livestock
the Elliot Alumni Center Wed- has sought for two generations; have destroyed the co-untry.
Activity Center, 9 a.m to 5 p.m., free. Open to public.
nesday night. In the lecture, a group of separate, independ- Today however, it has a prosParent-Faculty Reception-Kappa Sigma Fraternity. 59 Main
Gordon pointed out the Far East ent, nationalistic countries," perous political and economic
· . St., noon to 4 p.m. . . ·
. ,
countries of Korea, Singapore, Gordon said. "In these govern- , system.
The formation of ASEAN, ·
The Association of South Asian . · Baseball-vs.· Central Conn srate Univ. Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
Nations, is an indication of the
. Lacrosse-vs. Univ. of M~ssachusetts. Cowell Stadium, 1 p.m.
strength of Asian governments.
ASEAN is a group of represenUNH Student Talent Show-Sponsored by Student Activities.
tatives from Asian nations that
MUB, 7 p.m.
make an effort to come together
Faculty Concert Series-Larry Veal, cello, ahd Christopher
to communicate and resolve
Kies, piano. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
.
potential conflicts.
· "Asia is the only area in the
SUNDAY, APRIL 12
developed world wherJ an association like this has succeeded
Fac~lty Concert-Kathleen Wilson Spillane, soprano, Ruth
for 20 years,'.' Gordon said.
Edwards, piano and Peggy Vagts, flute. ,Bratton Recital Hall,
Along with their political
Paul Arts, 3 p.m., free.
·
.
success, Asia has experienced
a sudden and imprgssive ecoGay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest:- "Swastika an·d Pink
Tnangle: Gays Under the Nazis." Hugh Murray, contributing
nomic growth. Gordon said the ·
edit~r. of Pink Triangle 'leads discussion on German History,
key to this expansion is the East
Naz! ideology and gay men. Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB,
Asian emphasis on the balanc7-9 p.m.
.
ing of exports and imports.
Unfortunately, America looks
MUSO Film -"Time Bandits." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
at this '-trade boom as a danger
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
to our own economy.
"We tend to think of Asia as
MONDAY, APRIL 13
. our adversary in that they will
Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest-"Ascribing Sexual
sell us everything, but we don't
Onentations," Barbara Houston, Professor of Phifosophy,
relize the other side, that they
will focus on relations between personal identity, gender
also buy. This region constitutes
identity and sexuality a~d their r?les. Emphasis on conce.pts
the best customer to the United
of lesbians and 'lesbiamsm. Mernmack Room, MUB, 12:30States on the globe," Gordon
2 p .m.
Professor Bernard Gordon. (Stu Evans photo)
said.
ASIA; page 9
~\' Baseball-vs.· Univ o'f Massachusetts. Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest- "Lesbian arid Gay
Rights in Nicaragua." How lesbians and gay m~h have helped
to shape the Sandinista Revolution, how it has improved
their place in society and what Amencans can learn trom
them. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 7:30-9 p.m.

WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT ' WNIVERSAL STUDI OS TOUR
AN MCA COMPANY

MICHAEL J. FOX

Celebrity Series-New York City National Opera Company,
"Madame Butterfly," Johnson Theater, Paul · Art_s, 8. p.m . .

·-"

Traditional Jazz Series-Paramount Jazz Band. Strafford Room,
MUB,8p.m.

· TUESDAY, APRIL 14
Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest:-"Plato's Philosophical
Reflections on Homosexuality." Barbara Tovey, Professor
of Philosophy, will outline Plato's beliefs on gay love and
· poper behavior of gay men. Merrimack Room, MUB, 1-2:30
p.m.
Student Recital #6-Brntton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
French/Italian Film~''L'Aveu (The Confession)," Room 303
James, 3:30 p.m.
·
Gay & Lesbian Cultural Awarness Fest-"The Portrayal of
Lesbians and Gay Men in the Media." Michael Bronsk1 and ·
Step~ne Poggi will discuss the bias evident in mass media
ancf why there is a need for a gay press. Sullivan Room, MUB,
7:30-9 p.m.

There's no such thing as
an overnight success.
Brantley Foster took
two weeks.

-THE.SECRET Of MY• ·

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
_ THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
·

SUCCESS
.

■ A RASTAR P~ODUCTION •

RASmR

A HERBERT ROSS F I LM ■ "THE SECRET OF MY SUCCESS" • HELEN SLATER• RICHARD JORDAN • MARGARET VJHITTON
• SCREENPLAY BY JIM CASH & JACK EPPS, JR. AND AJ CAROTHERS. STORY BY AJ CAROTHERS • MUSIC BY DAVID FOSTER.

:PG·13 IPARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONEO ~~:
, Some M1leri1 t M1yl e 1"•11P'0Pfl• le !o,Cl'lll d, 11 nUnd 11, 13 ,

•

■ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER DAVID CHASMAN • PROl;:>un°. ~ND DIRECTED BY H~RBERT'ROSS • ~,~Nl_~ER.~-~L.P.icture
.
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The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distribu~ed semi- · ·
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located tn R_oom
151 of t he Memori al Union Building, UNH,_Durham, N.H. 03824. Business ·
Office hours: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year s~bscri ption:
. ! / JI i\J T hird class postage paid at Durham, N H 038_24. A?v~msers should
che ck ch e ir ads t he first .day. T h e New Ha mp sh ne will tn no case be
responsible for typog rap h":a: c~ othe r er ro rs , but will repr im th at _p~rt
of an advert i·seme nt in which-a ty pog ra ph ica l er ro r appea rs , 1f notified
· -immediately. POST MASTER : send address changes to The New Hampshire,
1-51 MUB, U N H , Du r ha m, NH 03824 . 10,000 cop ies prcinred per issue
by Jo~rnal T,:ibune Biddeford, Ma ine.
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Robertson reCalls
dancing career.

CAREER
r .

ORIENTATION FOR JUN.I ORS: Sponsored· by
Career Planning & Placement. Mandatory for those
wishing to use the services .o f the office next year.
(On-campus interviewing/ establishing a credentials
file) Grad. school prepa:ration and summer
. jobs/ internships also discussed. Tuesday, ApriJ
14, Strafford Room, MUB, 7-7:45 p.m.

CHEMISTRY LECTURE: "Nonaqueous Lithium
Battery Electrolytes," by Dr. Thomas Whitney
-of Duracell Corp. Thursday, April 16, Room 1103,
·
Pa-rs9ns, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Sponsored
by Career Planning & Placement. Small group
workshops-designed -to help you. assess your career
goals. Sign-up basis only, Room 203 Huddleston.
Wednesday, April 15 or Thursday, April 23,
Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m.

RANDOLPH W. CHAPMAN EARTH SCIENCES
CQLLOQUIUM: "The Avalonian and Nashoba
Terranes of Southeastern New England," by- Chris
Hepburn of Boston University. Thursday, April
16, Room 119,James, 4 p.m.
/

GENERAL

El\STER SUNRISE SERVICE; Sponsored by New
Tes~ament FeJlowship. All are welcome. Sunday,
April 19, front lawn, MUB, 7-8:30 a.m.
·

PARENTS AT UNH SUPPORTING EACH
. (OTHER) PAUSE: Sponsored by ,Non-traditional
Student Center. An informal discussion group fo.r
parents (students, staff, faculty). Bring your lunch,
ideas and concerns about being away from your
child(ren). Wednesdays, Underwood Hpuse, noon
to 1 p.m.
·
PEACE VIGIL: Sponsored by Progressive Student
Network. A gathering of concerned people to discuss
view points arid upcoming events. Thursdays, THall flagpole, 12:30 p.m.
.__

1

VIDEO PRESENT A TIO°i-•1: Sponsored by New
Testament Fellowship. "Jesus." Wednesday, April
15, Merrimack Room, MUB, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Hr£ALTH

The following ·events are being sponsored by Health
Education Center, Health Services:
AL-ANON MEETING: Individuals affected by
another's use of alcohol or other drugs are welcome.
Mondays, Wolff House, noon to I p.m.
·
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: Individuals concerned about their drugs are welcome.
Tuesdays, Wolff House, 6-7 p.m:
·

SUMMER HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP: Sponsored by Dept. of Animal Science. Credit ANSC402
FREE CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING PROand non-credit 6134-6139. Open to students, faculty, . JECT: Available from NH Dept. pf He~l.th ahd
staff, public Monday, April 13, Light Horse
Human Resources. Open i:_o all women; faculty,
Classroom, Horsebarns, 8 a.m. If iinable to attend
staff a_nd town. Every Wednesday, April 1-May
sign-up, call 862-1171 or 1174.
6, 1-4 p.m. For an ap-I?_ointment call 862-2862.
WRITING A RESEARCH PAPER: Sponsored by
Non-Traditional Student Center. Presented by
T ASk Center. Workshop will help you address issues
of starting a research paper, putting it together
in proper fotm and polishing your style of writing.
Monday, April 13, Underwood House, 3-4 p.m.

SAFE RIDES: A service for students that provides
safe transportation home for drivers under the
influence of alcohdl and/ or other drugs and/ or
those riding with them. Every Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Call 862-14)4.
MEETINGS

MUSIC NIGHT: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
Student Center. If you enjoy playing or listening
to music, in ·an extremely informal setting, this
is for you. Bring your ears and whatever else you
like. Tuesday, April 14, Underwood House, 5:308 p.m.
·

COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
MEETING: Disd:fssion of the issues relating to
nuclear arms build up and organizing of activities,
rallies, etc. Wednesdays, MUB, 7 p.rn.

INTER RESIDENCE ORGANIZA HON MEE']'~··
BALOMENOS LECTURE: "The Growin,g Uses I,NG: lRO fi t st meeting,, open.f a all officers. of
of Linear Algebra," by Alan Tucker of the St~te , .hall governmeri) s, potential officers and enthusid-sts '
University of New York-Stony Brook. Pai;-t of a of- resi-haJl life! Sun~ay, April 12 ,' Room 306, •
series intended for non-specialists. Wednesday, McConne.11 Hall, 9-10 p.m.
·
April- 15, Room 1101, Parsons, 4 p.m . .
\

~

By Mary Tamer
, later wenfon to graduate school.
It was through dancing that
As a dance professor beginning his ninth year of teaching he met his wife, Colleeni also
at the University of New Hamp- a professional dancer. After they
shi_te, Larry Robertson has come were married, th'ey both audia long way from his two years tioned and w_ere accepted to the
of ballroom dancing lessons Ho_uston Ballet Company,
when he · was 13 .. Robeqson where they performed for three
discussed his early da_ncing years . After t_he birth of their
experiences and how he chose first child, Colleen went into ,
it as a career during ,a "Last semi-reti~ement and Larry au. Lecture Series" presentation ditioned for the Boston Ballet
held Wednesday night in De- while ~nder the direction_of E.
vine Hall's Niche Lounge.
Virgina Williams. He was acAlthough his dancing began cepted and remained there for
as a hobby, it took a serious side four years, until he too retired
when Robertson enrolled in a from professional dancing and
modern dance dass in colle'ge. qrou_ght his dancing talent to
He found the adverse reaction . UNH. He has here been ever
he received was not' because he since.
.
. Wh_ile things have a come a
was a male but rather because
of the uniform he had to wear: long way since his first lesson,
tight black shorts with a match- not much, has cldanged concerning tee shirt~ Despite this ad- ing public opinion on . mal·e .
versity, he pursued his dance dancers.
lessons and eventually .per"Male dancing depends on the
formed on stage, at the request image people have of it," Rodfhis teacher. Robertson later bertson said; which may account
receiv:ed his formal ballet train- for the low- number ·o f men who
ing from his teacher and con- participate in the dance classes
r-inued to perfrom in_her pro- here and throughout .the counductions, not because of his try. H e'has found people nattalent but, as he states, ,because urally assume all male dancers
"they v:,ere in need of male are homosexuals, but finds hope
. danc~rs.
\
in dancers like Mikhail BaryshThe next year he participated nikov who are changing that
in a four week dance program • image through movies such as
at the University of Washington , "The Turning Point", whkh
where he was orie of three men portrays a male dancer -as "just
studying, along with 40 women a normal guy." .
Robertson too is "just a·
dancers. However, this ratio did
not bother_ him, as he joked, · noi;mal guy" ·who happened to
"You can't beat those odds,"
choose dancing as his career.
As dan.c ing became his main
He is a man to"be admired for
concentration he decided to , . his 1t~lent a:nd experience and
transfer to a school in California .believes anyone "can have it all,
to specfically study dance and you just need a lot of patience."

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE.SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTlV-

ITIES, ROOM ~22, MU:B. (Observe· deadfo1e.s
on proper _formsJ .

COUNSELING
PSYCHOLOGY.
Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions at Northeastern Unive~sity offers part-time and
full-ti'me graduate degree prog:rams in
· Counseling Psychology. You can work
toward Master's degree. a Certificate
of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS):
or a DoctQ'ral degree.
All counseling courses are taught
by_licensed, practicing psychologists
with limited class size to encourage
individual participation. In addition to .
classroom work, all programs include
applied experience in a supervised
clinical environment.
For more information and a free
brochure on the Graduate Programs
in Counseling Psychology at BostonBouve College, caJl·(617) 437-2708.
Or write to us at the address below.

a

·e oSTON

BOUVE
ANorthca
_ · . stem

WlJnMl'Sit
~~
y .
Anequaloppor1un11y
afllrmauvr actinn un1wt>~11y

Graduate School,.Boston-Bouve
.College of Human Development
Professions. 107 Dockser Hall. North-

eastern {)niversity, 360 Huntingtqp Ave.,
Boston. MA 021 t 5,: .;!~
,L··,_
>,
~f,'.; .:~/n ·( ~:_,!(
¾·
f ;c,

.On CBS Records·, Cassett~s & Compact Di~cs .
AVAILABLE ATTOWN & C~M.PUS
$5.99 LP /~ASSETTE
'·)
I
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'Workout' benefits MDA
,,

.

J.

'.

•

•

.$5.00 an, hour!

'

Models neededfor art's sak-e!

out Buddy Fournier and other America" benefit by lifting
People are building muscles New Hampshire residents with · weights and riding the· bikes.
at Great Bay Raqu·et Club and Muscular Dvstroohv bv· taking Ossenbruggen said about eight
the Franklin Fitness Center in . part in "Workout! America." of his colleagues are sponsoring
him.
1 ne benefit was held for the
order to ra-i~e money for indiHitchcock attributed much
viduals, such ·as Buddy Fournier, month of March at Great Bay
Call Dept. of the Arts
who have Muscular Dystrophy, and ·is now being held during . of the success of the program
April at the Fr.anklin Fitness to the staff of both clubs.
a muscle-destroying disease.
862-2190
Hitchcock said, "The staff was
The progtarri to benefit the Center.
. f - '~
& Thursdays
at
Tuesdays
surprised
was
Hitchcock
the:
explaining
in
enthusiastic
Mu_scular Dvstrophy Association ·is· c·alled· '.'Workout! Amer- the great success of the benefit benefit and en co u rag 1 ng
ica" and ·it allows individuals at Great Bay :and attributed the members to take part in the · ~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~=~~~
benefit.
to get sponsors to pledge money slightly lower number of parAccording to Hitchcock, there
for the amount o1 time they ticipants at the Franklin to the ·
difficult t·ime of year for many will be a road race to benefit •
work out.
Muscular Dystrophy on May .9.·
Larry Hitchcock, Fitness Di- students.
Sharon V anDolsun, a UNH Prizes for the participants in
rector for Grea!Bay Raquet Club
and the Franklin Fitness Center, student said, "I decided to take the program will be awarded
THUNDERBIRD PAINTLNG COM.PANY,
· said, "W·e are one easy way for - part in the benefit because I felt on May-9.
a successful We~tchester, N.Y. ba~ed
t~e _Muscular Dystrophy Asso- it was for a good cause." · During the month of April,
Franklin
the
of
members
the
at
time
her
spends
VanDolsun
cop.tractor, will be hiring ·crew managers
people."
oation to reach a lot of
"Workout!
in
aerodoing
lifting,
partidpating
Franklin
-the
fitness
"A
said,
Hitchcock
anct experienced. and no.vice painters-for
America can feel good about _
club is an ideal place for such bics and riding the lifecycle.
exercising md helping out those
Dr. Paul Ossenbruggen, a civil
a benetit because people are
the 1987 summer season.
· active and ·w-illing to get in- engineering professor at l.JNH who are unable to exercise
participates in the ''Workout! . because of Muscular Dystrophy.
volved."
Great Bay Raquet Club and
the Franklin Fitness. Center
For more information and an
·decided to take' part in "Worapplication write to:
kout! America" because,· "It is
· easy for usto do, we can incorporate all our own programs,"
THUNDERBIRD PAINTING COMPANY
·
Hitchcock said.
address
new
our
note
moved-please
have
We
39 High Ridge Ct.
MDA is supplying _prizes,
T-Shirts
,sponsorship packets and pamPleasantyHle, N.Y. 10570
• Hooded Pullovers • Totf'S ·• Base~II Caps
phlets for the benefit while the
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
or call: (914) 747-981&
fitness center is publicizing and
Plu• Hundred• of Specialty Advertlsl119 Items
promoting it.
In-House Art Dept
,.' _,_, Paint :
Money collected from the
603/431-8319
~"4:· ·· - up---·- '·' )
Portsmouth.NH
•
I•
,
101
-benefit will be donated to ihe
Rte.
Park,
Pond
Autumn
New Hampshire Muscular Dystrophy Association.
Nine year-old B1.;1ddy Fourn- .------'---- - - - -- - - - - - -...:___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____._ ___,..._ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

By Heidi Erika Sheldon

a-------•----- -----• ---•--•---•
'CAUSE THERE IS ACUBE
FOR THE SUMMER JOB BLUES!

.

New Hampshire

.

·

P-~!~~l{S

f

-

ier, is the New Hampshire state
poster chlid and lives in Manchester, New Ha.m pshire. Buddy
"· has D ui::heii:ne Muscular Dystrophy and attends thir"d -grade
at a special needs schooL
One-hundred members at
Great Bay and about 60 at the ·
Franklin Fitnes Center will help

r. . . . . ~~~·;·; ;~-~-;. . . . . . .
i "Computing and Communtcations
5in a University Environment"

iwill be held from 8:30 a.m. to

i 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April 14,
5 in the 1925 R0om at the Alumni
i Center on the Universi~y of ·
i New Hampshire campus.
·i Presentations o~ academ.ic projects
5and computer networks.

§Registration or mor~ details: call
; Stuart at (603) 862-2323.
!Ii••·····~···································.............,

' Bound trip from
aosro,. starting at

LUXEMB_UAG,
LOND.O N

ST. THOMAS :'
TEL AVIV ·
CARACAS
AMSTERDAM
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG

$358
428
2,69

710
279

418
464
764

Also, EIIBAILPASSES, INT'L
STUDENT ID, WOii/STUDY .
UBOAD, AYB CADS. LOW
DOMEfflC FABES ud IIOl'e! CALL for
Fill Sbtdai Travel Catalog! .
(61'1) 266-1~26 ,

COUNCIL TRAVEL , BOSTON

WE'VE·GOT·'
THE JOB FOR YOU.
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating -two year experience that will last a_lifetime.
Working at a professional .level that ordinarily
might take years of apprenticeship back home,
6king for
volunteers find the career growth they're lo_
and enjoy a unique experience in the developing
·
world.
International firms and government agencies
value- the skills and knowledge· mastered during
·
·
Peace Gorps .service.'

'

-

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HA_MPS_HIR,E
Monday, April . 13
· . ,- 8 : 0 0 - 12 : 0 0

Inf~rmation Session in Memo_r ial Union Bldg.

Come meet Returned Peac~ Corps Volunteers at
this special info -. session~ Can't make it? Stop .
by the UNH Peace C~rps Office in Wolfe House or
tall ·868-3492 and speak wit~ Randy McDonald.

Peace Corps
The

Toughest Job You-n' E·~·er ·Love
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The Greek System

The 6th Annual

Student
,• Talent

Review Committee ·

WANTSYOU
With them

. ·s-• ·h-·.· .· ·o
···· ~T .•.• . ':····· .
,.··· ' .VV -.

..

UNH GR.E EK SY.S TEM -

to be·held ·

. · April

7,' 1987 ·

'

-MU8Pub
Hurry and
Appli
St ·

.

'

.

SUNDAY, APRIL 12, 1987
'at the Stifdent Senate Meeting 6 p.m.

. :
.

McConnell Hall Rin. 212 .

•

:::i_

Pr·e setitation and Discussion Ses~ion .

e _

Greeks ·& Nongreeks enc6ti°r~ged.to attend
s: Ffrst . Sf5Q .· :· .
Second S 50 - ·
Third Concert Tickets

Are you ready for some FUN in the sun? '··· ·
I

'

UNH is having it's first' annual

SPRING JUBltEE
-A'.,caFnival at UNH.to benefit .·
·Multiple Scler-osf s. _. .
.
Where? Snively Arena Parking Lot ·.
W·heD? April '23,24,-25,26
Garnes, carnival rides & concession,
· student run booths,· aucti.ons and .. ·
much, much more.

/4

·; H::::11=J ::li->•· J
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BUSH-------

,

(continued' from page 1)
on the committee to help plan
storm included wearing arm from faculty members or from
bands, hanging banners, writing students,"Keesey said. "There the commencement speaker for
letters to Bush and to Haaland, are six spots on the Committee their own gra.guation. Second,
turning their backs during the which are reserved for student to pla'n the commencement
speaker well ·in advance. Third,
commencement . speech and input," he s.aid.
According to Charlie Jones, to set guidelines for the selection
wea-ring ·buttons. The group
wants to make a statement but one of the six UNH students of the speaker. .A nd lastly, a
wants to -do it without being on the Commencement Com- recommendation for the Comdisrespectful or inconsiderate mittee, the students have equal mencement Committee to carry
to the other graduating seniors. weight w1th any other member · more weight with the pre'sident.
"We want · to change -- the
'T d like to be able to go do of the board. Any of the board
something active to wake people members can make suggestions system to allow for a stronger
up because I don't think a lot or recommendations but it is voice in the future," he said.
"The meeting was incredibly
of people know what's going the president of the University
successful," Jones said. All four
on," said UNH student Chris - . who must act on them.
"Stu'd ents can voice their proposals were accepted and
tine Connerty. "If they did they
would understand where we're opinion through r·he commit- will be taken tq Haaland b·y ··.
· .
. ,
Keesey.
coming from and would care as tee," Jones said.
"I look forward to stronger
much as we do. But under the · Jones said there have been a
circumstances, it being our significant number of letters, input from stud~nts in making
graduation,. parents _b eing there phone calls and public response , decisions for their own graduaand graduates being honored; · from p:e ople upset with Haa- tion," Jones said. .
being the Unjversity's choice
Edmond McCabe, chairman and there are others who are 1
I think a strong silent protest land' s choice of commencement
·
of the Young R_e publicans .at upset with the process by which
would be more effective and speaker.
fair," she said.
According to Jones, the com- UNH said he is favor of Bush's he was selected," said ·McCabe.
According to Robert Keesey_, . mittee discussed the following attending graduation.
"Acq:>rding to Neil Bush, son
'There are a fot of students of Vice President Bush, his
assistant to the president for four issues at their Wednesday
administrative affairs, it is a meeting. First, the need to get who are glad he's coming, there . father is ·aware of the students
UNH tradition for the presidemt more sophomores and juniors are some who disagree_with him
reaction he.re at UNH and has
of the University to pick the
ci
commencement speaker:
QUESTION ·#2.
"Recommendations and suggest ions may come .from the ·
Commencement Committee,

- ... -. .,~ -SIA-<co~ti_m iea from page 5)
.

-

.

As pro·q( of

thi?, Gordon
shbwed •a,' r-h~rt graphing a '
export's tp
fompari.sori of
.Japa~ and Germany from 1Q68 .
'· to 1985. The chart showed that
. cin the 16-year-period,Japah had .
'~ _ de>ubled ~ -~ nna?y <;1-s if!.lpotter~
·., -~'M the US. Gordon said Japan •
buys one-half of American ma-,
nufactured goods.
. With all the good news about
South Asia, is there . any bad
_· news? Gordon said the major
· failure that could res.ult from
Asian growth is American fail ure tq recognize it for the
oppQrtunity it holds. The · US
tends to emphasize importing
goods, instead of exporting ·
·
them.
"We are. a continent-wide
country ·in that we don't think
about exports~American think
of their enormous interiial
market as the ·mosvisignific;a·,q f ,
part of their economy. We don'.t;>.
. exploit the Asian region for the··
opportunity it represents," _Gordon said.
The lecture attracted may
listeners who were curious about
. Southeast As'ian affairs, and
interested in Gordon's proposals about the politics and economy of tlus largely overlooked
area. Dan Allen, a UNH graduate, class of 1977, said he
attended because he' ·was inter.
ested in working in Asia.
'T d like to go over there and
work in material management. '
It's. good to know that they are
_so successfµl, and open to the
American market," Allen said.
Yu Chen, a student from
China who has -lived in the US
, for one year, attended because
she wanted to know more about
the situation in Southeast Asia.
''I lear.ned a lot about American attitudes toward Asian
countries. I learned a great de.al
about their economy and their
politics, and I was satisfied with
the answers Profes·s or Gordon
gave," Chen said.

said he will address the graduating olass as student's and not
'
voters," McCabe said.
Another meeting to discuss
this issue will' be held Wednesday, Aptil 15; in the MUB at 5
p.rn,. The rr>0m . will be announced.

HOW CAN THE BUDGR-OONSCIOUS
'OOLLEGE ,STUDENT SAVE·MONEY?a) .· Save over ~0% off AT&T's w~kday rates on
out~of-state calls during nights and weeke~ds•

us

· b)

• n ~~Monarch Notes"
Don't buy textbooks wh_

'--:· ;t: ., . ·iustfine.'

will do.

Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-stale
calls during evenings•.

c)

. d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and-high quality
•
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
·
pick up the tab wh~never ~ssible.

.-

··· , · . , - .

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
lrJ1ow that AT&r Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
~ AT&r offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can saye over 50% off AT&r's d~ rate on calls during
un_til 5 pm Sunday, and f1"9m 11 pm
weekends
Sunday through Frid~. . .
to 8 am, Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 38 %
· .
,
_
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&r gives you
, immediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&r for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&r can help~ve you moneY,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have to hang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free todey, a ~ 2 2 ~ ~AA

Z
VZ,frtp • .
A'
.//~.di f
A

Cl'

·

\

·,

..

.· ·..

r

. .· dl'ffe
~

AT&T

The right choice.
© 1986AT&T
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UNI·V·ERSIT Y OF NEW ·HAMP SH·l'RE
OHice of Student Co\'emment

\ krnoriJ! Uninn Building
Durham ~,n, f brnr"hire 038:24-.1"94
(r<1::; ) x1; J - l 4 cq.
( tiOl) RhJ-J 163

Dear Students:
As our Administration comes to a close, we thought it important -to inform _y ou of some of the issues
the Student Senate has addressed this year. The following pages include brief summaries of each
Stude:,;,t Senate. Council, as well a_s some of the issues they have addressed this year. It is ;virtually
. impossiqle to capture all the hard w·o rk done this year in a few sentences but we hope this will enlighten
_
·
'you a~ to some of the Senate's efforts on your behalf. One of our first achievements when we took office last spring was to gain a student seat on the
Joint u,;,,iversity/Town of Durham Advisory Committee. This was the first time even that a student
ha,s h_a d voting rights on that committee! Also on the town g~vernance level; student concerns were
channeled .t hrough the Community Task Force that issued its report .p f istudent _relution;s i:vith_the
Town of Durham and its residents. The Task Force's reports 'is cur_renUj' being ~sseued by both the
Durham Board of Selectmen and the ljniversity and should generate·positive ~haJge in student relations
with the Town of Durham.
On a system wide basis, our Administration has worked to increase stud;nt interaction with the
USNH Board of Trustees. By in'stalling official student observers to the major Board of Trustee
Committees, such as Finance and Budget, Academic Faculty, and Stud_ent Affairs Committee, we
now have direct student inp_u t at a crucial level. In addition, _an immense amount of our time was
devotetft'o lobbying the-State Legislature for fun.ding for the University System .budget .p roposal.
It looks positive that UNH will receive 3.8 million dollars from the State to go toward the badly
·
_
needed renovations of the Field House.
As for the Student Activity Fee, the painstaking budget process resulted in only a tµ;o .dollar or
3.5 % increase for next year. Out of all of the mandatory fees showing increases for next year, the
SAF fee (which is controlled by the Student Senate) had the lowest increase!
This year the Senate shut down the Student Television Network (STVN) because of poor stude_nt
management, which will save the student body from the burden of funding expensive television equipment.
The Senate chose to plant a seed over at the Theater and Communication Department in hopes that a television training program will be developed. The Student Senate has insisted oti professional
business standards from all the student ()rganizations.
In addition to the leadership training the Senate itself offers, this year the Senate sponsored a
campus wide leadership training program and offered scholarships to help students attend. The Senate
is currently upgrading the Student Activity Fee treasury job to a 50% paid position which would
give student busine~s managers more acces-s to an accounting advisor. This month the Senate will
be considerin8 rights and rules changes for next year's Student Handbook. For those students who
have needed legal advice this year, we hope you took advantage of the Free Legal Service the Senate ·
has provided arid will provide again next year.
·In closing, we believe that we have been able to k·eep an open communcation link with all aspects
of the administration: Thi~ link has enabled us to be a successful watchdog for student rights. Although
we have maintained good relations with the administration, we have been unyielding in preserving
the best interest of the student body. Thank you for your support. _
Sincerely,

,,
,,/h , ,
,,,,-/ _. /) ~

_-.

~~ -

·.

...

,·

J~y~. Ablondi , ·_ ·.. .Student Body President _

_ Barbara Cerreta
Vice President
Body
Student
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/J.cad emic Affairs Report

Campus Transit Authority

Chairperson: Charlie Jones

Chairperson: Shawn McHugh

Th,e Academic Affairs Council of the ,Student Senate is happy to announce
that this academic year has been successful and rewarding. Of the many
acqomplishments achieved tms year, we would like to st.ress the importance
of one of our most prized, with the administrati_o n an4 faeulty. Due t,o
student initiated-resolution and recommendation, this re./ationship gained
respect and has led to a furthering of improvements in a~ademics at
this University.
·
· Below is a partial list of accomplishments that we feel will benefit
students.
·
A proposal for three wee_k semester resea_rch and inaependent study.
A letter of recommr:ndation .to the faculty urging tolerance for religious
freedom.
A proposal for a revis_ed Pass/Fail option stressing that a student
. receive the actual grade if it is higher than that student's current _GPA .. '
This would give students added incentive to learn';rom, rather tha~.
ju.rt pass the class.
·
'
Improved faculty/ student relations..
A letter requesting that the'. cour..se catalog be cleared of courses
not taught in the past three years.
· In the future, the Academic Affairs Council is looking forward to building
upon the progress of this year and continuing to represent the concerns
of students at the University of New Hampshire.

The Campus Tran_sit Authority was instituted two years ago to govern
the new shuttle system. Working with the Karivan offic~, the, C. T.A.
monitors shuttle ·punctuality and performance. Although ridership has
increased sig_nific:-antly this year, the C. T,A. is continuing_to work on
route adjustments,"' loooking to improve this service even fu;tlJer. Next
semester, a successful shuttle system is oneway to help alleviate a growing
parking problem.
The Campus Transit A~thority Chairp~rson serves.as a liason between ·
_the student.r and administration through the transportation committee.
This committee makes recommendations to the administration on parking
and traffic related issues. The C. T.A. believ·es that the only way to solve
the current parking situation is to develop a good relationship wjth -both
f act,tlty and st-aff. The three groups can then work -t ogether to reach their common goal.
·
·
'

Financial Affairs and Administration Council
Chairperson: Chris Heisenberg
.

Commuter Affairs Council ·
Chairp:erson: Michelle _DiGirolamo
The Commuter Affairs Council (CAC) ·was originally set up to represent
the ever grou;ing commuter population on the UNH campus. The CA Cs
main goal is to voice commuter concerns and t.o represent the large commuter
population on campus. Also, the CAC deals with vdrious landlor(f,s .in
the local area. Once a semester, a landlord/te.n ant meeting is set up by
the Commuter Tranfie! Center (CTC). The CAC keeps in close contact
with the CTC. The CTC is a place that commute.rs can go to find out
information about methods of familiarizing commuters with the council's
existence. The ·council has tried reaching commuters through The New · ·
Hampshire and a letter distributed with landlord evaluations. These
landlord evaluations were compiled by CAC. The surveys were distributed .
t.o commuter students asking various questions about their pr(;sent landlords.
The results of the/se evaluations are noU!._ in the CTC and are available
to any stud(.mt upon request.

.

r

The Financial Affairs and Adrrtinistration Council of the Student Senate
spent much of the year dealing with the Field House. After r_e viewing
the plans for the renovatzons project the council w~ote to the legislators
urging support for the project. The cq_uncil.also revised several financing
plans for the c~sts. P. A.-.& _A .-also sqt in on the setting of several student
· fees, such as the recreational sports fee, the M UB fee and the· health
fee. The final yea.r.lon..g__project was the Strategic Plannirtg Initiative
· whzc_h will prioritize the student facilities on campus.

Health and Human Services Council Chairperson: _Stephanie Nor~on:
.

.

\

'

~

'
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The Health and Human Services Council of the Student Senate deals
with issues concerning' Health Services, CoU;nseling ··a nd Testing, . Career
Planning and Placement, Handicapped Services and alcohol and drug
is sues on campus. The goals of this council are to inform the student
body, through the Studen·t Senate 1 of issues in the above areas and to
represent student concerns to the administrators of these departments.
'This year the Health and Human Services Council has worked on a
variety of student concerns. One .of our first tasks this year was to improve
the /undingfor the construction of the New Health Fa cility. Slu4ent
Senate approval was a major Iactor in paving the way for early construction . .
In addition we composed and passed through Senate a resolution expressing
the student body's dissatisfaction ,with the adminstration's recommendations
for the stricter penalties for student drug offenders.
·
During 'the second semester we have been busy ;;ith the passing of
the Health Services Budget, monitoring the construct'ion 6/_the _New
Health Facility a~d actively preparing for Drug Awareness Week, co'-ming
up in April.
.
_.
.
.
, ·
: ' ,.

An example of what we have been doing this semester is the Snack
Bar Pr9pos-al. Earlier in ,t~e semester we took a survey asking students
7 zf the/ were in favor of. building a snack bar in the basement of Stillings
Dining Hall. The survey results were overwhelmingly in favor of such
a project, but many questions regarding accessibility, pricing and the
menu were raise.a. Since then we. have:been- working with Dining Services
to resolve these que'sti'or/s. Pre rently we· a~e working on a bill to p .u t ,
before the Senate on this proposal. Other projects we are working on
i,,;,clude a Non -Ren_ewal plan and wa.rs to improve the Mini Dorms. If
you have any suggestions regarding th_e topics I've mentioned abave, • ·
feet free to contact myself or any other ~ouncti member. Thank you for
your support.

Student Activity Fee Council
Chairp ersQn: Warner Jones

Judicial Affairs Council
Chairperson.~ Debra Lapin

The Student Activity Fee Council -( SAFC) represents,_ the ·nim:' St.uden{ ·
Activity Fee organizations; It is a sixteen member boardwith 'representatives :.
from the Memorial U,;iot:t Student Organization ( MUS.O )-, the, Student;·
Committee on Popu.l~r Ente,rtairiment (SCOPE), the .Granit~, The New, -,
Hampshire, the Programming F~nd (J~ganization, the Siud_ent Senate,, .
the Student Press Organization (SPO), Cool-Aid, and Wf!NH: -_ .
The Student Activity Fee is paid by-each stude·n t.· The fee --t htS year.
is $57 which means the bo·ard if responsible for a iotaljum of $500,000. ,1· ·
This half million dollars is totally .student managed . SAFCspend f
a major portion of its time reviewing, discussing and approving th {
' budgets of each organization to assure proper management_ :of theJunds.
SAFC this year has made many positive steps in maintaihing~t:h.e qualiti .
product of each organization. This is the council that brought you REM[...
'ti! Tuesday, and Livingston Taytor. The council that allows for the· excdlent ·
_quality newspaper and year-book, -and new school mag~zine."' ·
"
SAFC made the new step this year to set -up a cap~tal impr,'ovemen't- .
fund for the WUNH rewiring project that will upgrqde _the sound syste'l'fl; . of the UNH radio station.
·
· ·
· .
Lastly SAFC. proved once -again to the USN H Bo'a_rd of T rustees that.
the students are except,t\onally' ·capable :o f monit9rinf and administrating
their own fee - as a matter of fact,· we recorded the lowest percent increase,
compare1 to all of the administration - controlled fees \

t:

The Judicial Affairs Council of the Student Senate has enjoyed a successful
year. Howeve ~,_the fruits a/their labors will not be made public ,until
mid-April.
At the beginning o/ last semester, members of the Council began working
with t/Je Student Organization Committee and the Judicial Policy Committee.
The SOC determines student organization re:c ognition, wh\ te the !]PC
has looked at the exi~ting rules of the Student Handbook. Amo ng,the
rules that have been discussed for changes are the ones -that deal with
the search ofstudent 's rooms and on-campus hearings of~ff-campus
crimes. Both of these rules have been examined closely, and any chang<;s
will be brought in front of the Senate in mid-April.
This seme~ter, the Council has been devoting a lot of time-ta- the. Non Renewal plan. Weekly meetings with members of the Residential Life
Council have been proven very helpful and a new plan will be presented ,
to the Senate by th·e end of the semester.
Further, the Legal Services sub -committee has just completed the yearly
bidding process for hiring the next year·'s attorneys fo r undergraduates.
The present lawyers will also be hosting a workshop
April 28 that
will deal w ith the lan_dlord/tenant relations and any other topics_.that
student want to discuss.
'

I

;n

..," Students f oVthe U 1tiverSitj'_CO~ncil

:r/·

Chairperson: Elizabeth Gibbs

Resi-_Life an_d Dining Services Count<il
Chairperson: Rob R9dler
One .of the interest ing and so metimes exciting co unc'ils in the Student
Se~ate is R esidential Life 'and Dining S~rvices. T he purpo_se of the co'lfncil
is to giv e st udents awopportun'it'y to have a say in. t.he· areas of housing .
and dining. Memberr of th e coun cilare encouraged to· tqJk t fJ st udents
to gather comp laints, concerns or suggestir~ms t h ey might hq:ve on_these ·
subjects. Through we·e kly meetings with the Departm-en't a/Residential
Life and Members of Dining. Servic'es, the c.0:unc# is a~ble to voic.e student
opinions as well as their owffregardi'ng current policy and 'ufcoming
du~fu~
.
.
'

The Students for the University Council of the Student Senate finds
its .purpose in initiating, developing, and maintaining a positive public ·
attftude within the state and region that is conducive to the suppo'rt
of the studen ts and the University. ·
·
·-·
In the .1986-1987 academic year, our eight m embe r council has he/d
a m oderately successful voter regist ration drive, registering 300 students
1 ' in Durha m, th ereby increasing t he to tal amo ; nt of registe-red students
to .100'0. We hav e educat ed people on the UN H Biennial Budg et propos~d
·. and hav e g otten in t ouch with at lea st on e th ird of N ew Hamp shire }.f
,.: legislative body whet he r by letter or personal cont act, wit h all of.us
.· _· lobbying for the students) causes. Other than this, we have also in~reared
.- student contact with t h e USNH Board of Trus t ees, the UNH A lurr;,ni
Association, and the UNH Parents Association.
·
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STUDEN T SENATE
Executive Board
JayAblondi
Barbara Cerreta
James Hancock ·
Robert .Maimer
Craig Haseltine
Kathleen Connacher
Laura Bates
_
Charles Jones
Midielle DiG :rolam9
·chis Heisen i ,- ,. 6
Debra Lapir·
' Stephanie ~ ' ,)f(OO
Warner Jor~: es
Elizabeth Gibbs
Shawn McHugh .
Robert Rodler

.r ·

Student Body President
Student Body Vice President
.Speaker - .
Parlimentarian
Business Manager
Public Information Officer
Personnel Officer
Academic Affairs Council
Co.111muter Affairs Council
Financial Affairs and Administration Council
Judicial Affairs Council
Health and Human Services Council
. Student Activity Fee Council
Students-of the University Council
Campus Transit Authority
. Residential Life/ Dining CouQcil '

Senators
Chris Kelleher
Undergraduate Apartment Complex
Iacovelli
'Kate
·
·
Forest Park

· Area I
Stoke Hall
Lord Hall
~cLaughlin
·Scott Hall
Sawy~r Hall
Jessie .Doe Hall
Congreve Hall.
Smith Hall

Sandy Caswell
John Burke
Sue Ogden/Karen Polak Wendy Howard '
Michael Desmarais
Dorene Coletti
GuyTomasky Robert Maitner

---

,Area:·n
Hetzel Hall
Fairchild Hall
Huddleston Hall
.Alexapder Hall
Hunter Hall
Englehardt Hall
Gibbs Hall
Hitchcock Hall
Randall Hall
Devine Hall

Monica Wells
Amy Ferguson
Mary· Beth Faucher
Chis Pollet ·
Paul Koziell
·Paul Dinlkemeyer
Peter W aisgerber
·
Kerry Ellis
vacant
Elizabeth Smith

Area III ·
·christensen Hall
Williamson:Hali
Hubbard Hall
Richardson House
Marston House
Eaton House
Woodruff' House
Hall House Sa~kett House

Jay Gould
- Elizabeth Mikulus
Larry Donovan
Steve Roderick/Kim Kittredge
James Hancock
Bill Bartosch
John Henricks
Karen Brophy ·
P.J. _Giarhpetro ·

Commuters
Tom Aley
Holly Ame~en
Jay Apsey
Sabra Clarke
Kathleen Connacher
Tom DeVries
/ Michelle DiGirolamo
Donna Durett · t
Elizabeth Gibbs

Glen Harcourt
Chris Heisenberg
Russ Hc;mibeck
Charlie Jones
Robert Johnson
Michael Keating
De~ Lapin
John Mangini
Shawn McHugh ·
Ed McCabe
Susan McCann
Julia Sinclair
Jeff Wolters

Greek
Michael Fogarty
Stephanie Norton
Dennis O'Connell
Phil Rayment
Greg Steph~ns -
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- - - - DEBATE - - - - . (contin~ed from page l)

Work With The Stars
This Summer!

Interviews-_ for

• Bar ·H~lp

• Waitpersons
• ,Bartender$ ·,_

• Security
• Office_Hel.p >

SAT. & SUN. APRIL 11&12

11 to 4 .P.M.

eggs." Apsey said the whole being. taken away. "The student
lottery system must be rooked . senate Reeds to work for the
at as a whole and stressed the students instead of the admin need for change in the current istration," he added.
zoning laws around Durham .
Markey captured the atten Proctor stressed the importance . tion of the audience with her ·
of students deciding who should closing speech. "Students have
stay in the dorms. "Students forgotten how to dream," she
have to take a more aqive roll said. "Our world is falling apart.
We don't address wars and
in hall govenment," she added.
All three candidates were in world issues. We've go_t to take
favor of supporti,ng au niversity advantage of our power to
influence key issues. People
based child care center.
A question -of whether to have · have tb start to dream."
. a Greek judicial board control
"The buck stops here," Apsey
all Greek related incidents was stated. "If we're elected we'll
asked to the candidates. "There · pass bills that will make a
should be judicial board w ith difference," Harcourt added: "If
Greek support, but it must be elected you'll see oui; faces .
overseen," Apsey said. Jones "We're interested i,n hear-ing
-agreed by saying the lnterfra- what students have to say."
The Jones / Clarke ticket
ter~_ity Council should not have
-total control of issues. The stressed dedication and urged
Markey / Proctor ticket.had trou- a change in the student senate
ble addressing this issue because "because we know what to do,"
they want to a,bolish the Greek . Jones said. "We kno"7 the struc- ·
ture -(of the senate) already so
system in its entirety.
·
The candidates were the_n we don't have to concentrate
confronted with the question efforts on just organizing
of how to prevent the admin- them:."
istration from deciding matters · Questions from the floor
without student input. "We included adding Gay and Lesbian
want the students to be the students to the University's
administration and run the affirmadve action bill. All three
campus,'"' Proctor said .. Clarke tickets were in support of the
called for an "increase in com- bill. "Homophobia is the biggest
I munication between students problem on1~a~
mpus," Markey
and ad.rpinistration." According stated.
to Aps~y, studeots _righ ts :ire

- - - - D I S PU T E - - - -

169 Ocean Blvd., - Ham.pton Beach
N-0 PHON-E CALLS
-

\

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
;
·John Stockwell
I
··•· ···.·•.....·. .exiCIA"agent.
i.•
•
'

<continued from page 3)

Jones / Clarke ticket sat in' the
audience whispering to one
another about which question
to ask and-when to ask it. They
t hen stratigicall y ;asked Apsey / Harcourt repeated questions that have been answered.
"We kno·w it's the sa m e

'

.

.

NH April 16th

:

...•
••
•

••
••
•

·-i .._._.

OPEN

HOUSE
Sun da y
April 12, 1987
1:00 pm
to '5:00 pm
Registration at
96 Beacon Street
(corner of Beacon

and Arlington)
Financial · Aid

Workshop
· offered at· 2:00
~nd ~:00 pm .
at Open House .
Headquarters

!~~~~fif#.?l
~~~~J~~
For more
information
call

••
•
•••
••

..

Tickets $1 Students

$3 ·non-student$

.

COL.LEGE

(617) 578-8610

1CJ? BE ACON STRE_tT BOSTON . M;, 02 116

-.

•
.at MW~ Ji9k.~t ,QUIG~--,.,_ .....,.,, ,... , .... : .. : , ..,,.,

, ,

~--~ .

.

.

.

EMERSON

'*~i@,, every Friday

.·············~··········································.

l•• : . . • • ;

• Adverti~ing and Public
Relations
e Ame rican Literature
• Business and·
Organj_zational
Comm unication
• Communication and Media
M anagement
• Communicat ion Disorder~
• Com munication Research '
• Com mu nicat ion Studies
• C reat ~ve Writing and
L iterature
• Mass ·Com munication
· • Professional Writing and
Publishing
· • Performing Arts

t sports stats

Sponsored by Committee on
Funded by PFO
•

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

--GRADUATE
ADMISSIONS

7:30 Granite··

•

people, but we're .not letting the
whole incident get to us," Apsey- ,
said. "We're just trying to take
the questions with a smile.. ~
"It's supposed to be a 'meet
the candidates · night,' not a
debate," he added,

-
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-------- -------- coov-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - "There is a lack of sensitivity.
Words like 'fag' are used without
thinking about it," Perry said.
Even though there have been
positive responses to diversity
programming, Perry still hears
student saying things that he
,
wishes they wouldn't say.
Blue Jean Day on April lYis .
one of Perry's contributions to
- Gay and Lesbian Cultural Awareness Fest. People can show 't heir
support for equal rights for gays,
lesbians and all people,-·said
.
Perry.
"The ideal would be everyone
wearing blue jeans," said Perry.
Ci".il rights are not something
.

which all people can take for
granted, Perry sa_id. Forcing
people to have to ·make a choice
between their blue jeans and
painter's pants is an exercise
in awareness., "It simulates the
kind of restrictions ·w hich gays
.
feel," said Perry.
The week-long fest was organized and will be run almost
entirely by students from the
Campus Gay arid Lesbian Alliance. According to the group's
student cooridinator Jim Kiely,
this is probably the largest event
they have tried to sponsor.
There will be represematives
fro~ very diverse backgrounds,

(continued from page 3)
from academics to social activists, said Kiely.
"All different aspects oLexisting as a gay person," sa1d .
Kiely.
One aspect of being gay is
becoming aware of how one has
been written out of history,
according to Kiely. Lecturer
Hugh Murray will talk about the
Pink Triangle which was assigned to every gay man before
· he was prisoned and murdered
in Hitler'·s Nazi Germany.
Another thing which most
people don't think. about is
Plato's reflections on homosexuality, said Kiely. Accordi_n g to

· Kiely, some people don't even
know that Plato and Michelangelo w_e re gay.
Something that'. Kiely, Seligman, Cody and Garthwaite all
have in common is that they all
feel ·they have been written out
of the Affirmative Action
·Clause.
The three words, according
to Kiely, "or sexual preference,"
were not addeq to a document ·
that protects the -right of peopk
from bei'ng discriminated
against on the basis of race,
.
creed, color or sex.
Kiely proposes an ~mend-

. ment to UNH's Affirmative
Action Clause. He wants -UNH
to stand behind and support the
affirmation of gay men and
lesbians.
During this week-long Fest
starting April 12, heterosexuals
will be asked to consider their
· own personal brands of homophobia. According to Cody, this
will be difficult for a lot of
people. They may wish they
could ignore us and we would
go away, said Cody. ~
.. W~thquiet def~ance C~y_said,
We re not gorng a"1\r, a·iJ:i'Ld
you're not shutting us up·:.~•· ·

Our Constitution·
wasbomoutofaCOC9phony
ofcompe~ , yo1ces.·
But today the freedom of
~peech that rcmaiqs the hallm~1rk
of our Constitutionr:may be
threatened.
The NAAAF Essay Contes-t is
designed to emphasize the importance of free speech and open
debate in a \'ital area.
ln his best-selling book_ They
Dare to Speak Out: People ang
Institutions Confront Israel's
· Lobby, former Congressman Pau·l
Findley sounds an alarm: ''It is clear
that manyArncriccms clo 11otfccl they
(W? .,pcd?jt·l'<)v on onl' o/thl' rnost
compli(utcd crnd d1c_1llt'1,1g,i11g, rn1Tc11t
issues.- The Ai·ah-Isnicli clisputc.:_..
ls he right":,\\1hat do you think?
C/1i111dla Chris ti
1787 Si_1;11i 11,1; ,,f th e (011stit1iti1HI Cnll,I;<' \\iishi11,1;t,i11 Prrsidi11,1; h ./
Full ti rne college and u n iver- 7
- -- - - - - sitv students are invited to submit a critical essay of 2- 500 words or less Pkase srnd me rnmpkte guidelines and
on/ the subject '-'The Development ~)f Amcricm tv1iddlc East r\--,.]icy: ls . rntr~ form~ .
'·'"" - - - ~ - - - - - - - .
Free Speech ThrcatenedT
I
There will be 2.00 regional winiicrs l)f S,I .lJl)l) each and ll) natinnc1I
,i
,,i i, ,:,,,,
·
·
winners nf ,.m addit ional S4,0()() eJch.
·I
.,----,-1,
;
;
-,,.-11,,-,
The rnntcst is sp~msmed by the NAAA founcbtion. a chcu-itjhJr
East
0-.lid_c.ll-c
n
·o
prngrams
educa,tilmc1l
out
carries
nr~,.mization which
-·
_
. sub_jccts..
(Jiciirmi.lll
Honnr,.u-y
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Tclc\'i·sion rnmmrntatol: Tnm Brae.Im SCT\"l'S
of the Selection Committee. Distinguished rnlumni st Carl Rl'lw,.m is
I
:\wnrds Chairman
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\\a-,hingtnn. ))( 2l'lHn
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THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

PREREGISTRATION

Wliere Heart & Hand
_ Worli Tbgether
Tb Relax Muscle & Mind."
1

FOR THE ART DEPARTMENT FOR FALL ·198Y

Tuesday April 14th
.For an appointment ca!!

Majors and minors: 8-4 -p.m. in A201.

Russ AhAronian, TA. MS.T

207-439-0813

9 Brid9e St., Kittery, ME

Non-majors .o r minors: 6-8 p.m. in A218. -
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STUDENT SENATE MEETING v11r-21
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Hungry campers .of UNH ...
Wanna eat some. good grub
out in the sun?
Check out the

MUB ON WHEELS

CART located in front of the library
serving: s·oDA

A. Blood Drive

QLD BUSINESS
A. VIII
B. V111

~

>

·

JUICES

FALAFEL (.a middle eastern dish)
(fresh and made to order)
SUBS
COOKIE S and o ·THER
MUNCHIE S!

OPENS MONDAY
APRIL 13
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If you ,are searching for fulfillment,
we invite you to join us. We are the
Columban Fathers, Catholic missionary priests, serving the poor
anc;i the little ones in· twelve Third
World countries.
To learn more about the rewarding work we do, and your possible
role in it, please write to: Father
Michael Molloy, COLUMBAN
FATHERS, 310 Adams St., Quincy,
MA 02169. Naturally, there's no
obligation.
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·Editorial
Jones and Clarke: The best choice
.

'

Students at the University have an
eqmpment open to students.
important choice to make iq next week's
Sabra Clarke would make an excellent
election for student body president and
. student body vice president. As a student
vice president. This choice will greatly affect
senator, she has balanced her· inexperience
students' lives durinK the next year.. The
(this is· her first semester as a senator) with
new student body president · and vice
an excellent know ledge of th~ ~is~sues on
president must be able to represent student
which •She is voting. She has represented
interests consistenly and efficiently.
the students well.
It is clear that the best ticket to represent
Clarke seems to be a strong-willed person
students' rights and needs is the ticket of
with a mind of her own. While Clarke would
Warner Jones and Sabra Clarke.
undoubtedly work with Jones, .she does ·n ot
':' Jones has impressive experience to ~ring
seem afraid to voice her own opinions, even
to the job. He has been ·a student senator
if they are not shared by her running mate.
as well as a member of the senate's executive·
This can only help balance the ticket.
coundl. Jones is presently the chairperson
Jay Apsey and Glet;i Harcourt have run
of one of the senate's most important
a good campaign. Undoubtedly, they would
councils, the Student Activity Fee Council
bring much enthusiasm to their respective
(SAFC).
.
offices. They have tremendous personal
. This year, SAFC presented a Student
appeal and seem to be running "froth the .
Activity Fee budget that rose only three
heart," as one observer said.
percent from the previous year. This is the
. However, there are problems with this .
lowest increase in rece n t memory. Also,
_ ticket. Apsey and Harcourt do not seem
it is
smaller increase than increases
to have a firm grasp on the issues that the
proposed by other departments around .
student body president and vice president
campus, including budgets presented by
will Be dealing with next year. For example,
Residential Life .a:nd the MUB.
there ~a.s some confusion in Tuesday's
· Jones has shown that he has the oackbon~
debate when Apsey spoke out against the
t o s t and up to the administratiQn when
University for asking students to pay more
student~ a!=e being mistreated. He also,
on their Student Actvity Fee for renovations
t hough, has the ability to work with the
to the Field House. In actuality, the extra
. administration to bring about changes that
money wou,,ld be coming from the Recr~awill be benefic1al to the students. · ,
tional Sports Fee.
W hen the University sent Public ·safety
One must also question their actions in
D irector David Flanders to China with
. the student senate. Both are senators for
money fro (n President Gordon Haaland's
the first time this semester. In the debate,
discretionary f~nd, yet refused to fund a
they said they joined the .senate to see how
t rip to Harvard for a UNH mode.I U .N.
it works in order to help their presidential
delegation,Jones was one of the members
campaign . One does not join senate to
o'f the senate who pressed for funding. The
· further his or her political aims~octe joins
administration backed down and helped
senate to represent the students.
fund the trip, due in large part 'to Jones's
Attendance has also been a problem for
work.
both Apsey and Harcourt. Harcourt has .
When the Student Television Network
missed enough meetings this semester to
was disbanded, Jones worked to see that
be kicked out- of the senate, and if Apsey
t!J.e equipment. the station used would still
. misses one more meeting, he too can be
be available to the students. Jones was one
forced to resign. Apsey also left Sunday
, of a group of senators who worked with
night's senate meeting shortly before the
t he administration to keep access to the
controversial vote on Field House reno-

. vations. Harcourt, much to his favor, voted
in the mi·nority against the bill. But one .
must wonder if Apsey and Harcourt's
apparent problems in the senate would carry
over into ·the presidential and vice presidential positions.
The most interesting. ·and ·thoi'ightprovoking campaign has, been ru11 by Kristy
Markey and Louise Proctor. Undoubtedly,
they did not make many friends when the
•called for the abolishment of the Greek
system and the R.O.T.C.; as well as cutting
the administration in half. But these are
issues that should be raised, and would not
· have been raised if Markey ·a nd Proctor
had not run. It took much courage to bring
these issues before often hostik audiences .
But while the Markey/ Proctor ticket talks
about these issues, it is · quite unlikely that
they could act upon them as president and
vice president. While there are . problems
in the Greek system, eliminating the system
is not going to solve the problems effectively. Working to·solve the problems. while
retaining the system is a much better
solution. Cutting back half of the administration is also a goal that would never
be realized. ·

a

Markey and Proctor have ·~orked as
~embers of the . Progressive S,tudent
Network to educate the UNH ,camp~s on ·
many social issues. Their campaign ,can
also be seen as an education for many
students. But this does . nor make them the
best candidates for office. They have run .
a campaign with some very unrealistic goals
and it is very unlikely that they would have
a successful term in office. · ·
The Jone·s / Clarke ticket is the ticket most
qualified and able tq address student issues
and. to stand up for UNH students. A vote
for Jones and Clarke is a vote in the best
interests of the student body.

The New Hampshire
. DAV ID CO LSON . Editor-in-Chi ef

Election
To the Edit-or:
Reality?
.
_
What does it take to be stude·nt
body president and vice pr-!:sident?
It takes more than what Jay Apsey
and Glen Harcourt are offering.
The students of this University
are faced with the problem of
sorting through what we are being
told in the newspaper and in public
forum, and what is actually repres-e nted by reality. The qualifications
and experience for both candidates
may seemhonorable but are actually
misleading.
·
· The candidates stress roles that
t hey have held and are currently
holding, as proof that they have
what it takes to lead. What do they
r eally have? Let's start with Mr.
Apsey. As a tribunal leader of
Campus Council, Mr . Apsey was

instrumental in furthering the
confusion that existed in that
organization and perpetuated its
clemise. Because of the stigma
behind Campus Council's problems,
the name was changed this year to
IRO (Inter-Residential Organization). As a member 'of the Student
Senate, since January 1987, very
little can be said. When he is in
· attendance, rarely does he sit out
the entire meeting, often leaving
before important votes. Is this who
we want for student body president?
_ Since Mr. Apsey's ticket is comprised of two individuals it is only
fair to address his running mate.
Mr. Harcourt's qualifications and
, enthusiasm would make him a
better student body president than
Mr. Apsey but that will have to wait
for another year. As an executive
member of Freshman Camp, former
president of Lord Hall, and a
member of the UNH Lacrosse team
he has distinguished himse~f. How-

ever, if 'elected, he won't be president, Apsey will. Mr. Harcourt isn't
as perfect as he seems. His Student
Senate attendance is suprisingly
similar to his running mate's . He
has not attended one Academic
Council meeting this sen;iester of
which ·there have been seven. This
concerns me.
Looking beneath the reported
accom_p!ishments of t_hese G~idates, tt 1s clear that their leadersfiip-----...
·a nd experience are not what they
say they are. As students, able to
vote in this upcoming election, we
should take notice of this and ask
ourselves if Mr. Apsey and Mr.
Harcourt truthfully have what it
takes to lead and manage the affairs
of .the student body.
Dennis O'Connell
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f. Kristy Marke y and Louis e Procto r

t

We believe that there are a lot of important issues .
[ on this campus that are overlooked. It's about time
~ the students wake up and take action. Only the
t- students can ,make the changes and speak out about
t- many of these issues; faculty and staff ca·nnot at
~ the risk of los'ing their jobs.
In regards to our policy concerning the admintt- istration, we believe that the administrators at this
t- school are more concerned with politics than
t- education. This is apparent through the appointment
~ of our graduation speakers by Gordon Haaland .
t- We know that Governor Sununu supports Bush
► for the presidency, and he's given both Dole and
► Bush good publicity with -the help of his collegue
~ ~or~fon_ Haaland . I'f this is truly an educational
f,, · rnst1tut10n, students should be able to hear from
.
f./ both sides of the ticket.
It also apparent that Haaland's stand on diversity
ff- .at U.N .H is a farce . The diversity committee has
1-f- s t a te d th a t homop· hobi a 1·s a probl e m a t th·s
.
1 school
t- and that educational programs are needed to combat
L. this. The Campus Gay and Lesbian Alliance has
.~~ graciously put together an awareness week starting
next Sunday that Gordon Haaland refused to endorse
,...
l'r"
or with written support. We challenge
financially
,...
...to speak out in favor of the Gay
Haaland
Gordon
,...
..... and 'Lesbian Awareness Week.
._
To erradicate these bias_ es, we m_ust hire pe?_ple
['
"'" w h o are tru Iy concerned wit h ed ucatton, not po I1t1cs.
if-

In order to acheive this goa'l, the students, facul-ty
and staff must have th~ power to elect . the
administration. As it stands now, the trustees are
appointed, directly and indirectly, by Governor
Sununu. In turn, the trustees select the admiriistrators . This is why the ad.ministration isn't
marching in the streets, demanding more state
funding .
Although we understand the pros and cons of
having ROTC on campus, and that having officers
trained in a liberal arts environment is more ideal
than in a militaristic one, having military installations on college campuses is the same as supporting
United States military policy. As a community
striving for the betterment of society, higher
education, tolerance and self-growth, we cannot
support the U.S military as it stands today. until .
the united States stops terrorizing small, impoverished nations, universities should be opposed
. to ROTC . .
The Greek houses should be comzerted to studentTh e G ree k system esta b ·
• h
run commurnty ousmg.
N.me
·
·
1·1s h es un h ea It h y ma 1e- f ema Ie mteract10ns.
··
· f raternltles.
·· occur m
· A menca
f
m
rapes
gang
out o ten
· genera I are
· ·d ents m
Th e percentage o f rape rnci
· · an d. t h e "I.ttt Ie
S oront1es
· ·
h ig h er in f raterntties.
f
sister" programs support the degradation o women,
(male
patriarchal
e
,
th
resulting in a continuation of
dominated) structure of our society. The very' name

'

!*

,

*Jf-

:

"little sister" implies inferiority to the "big brother."
Some sororities differ from fraternities in that they
are not allowed to drink. Some sororities also have·
house mothers, but fraternities do not. This implies
that women need supervision and must uphold
higher moral st andards.
By establishing' these community houses where
the sisterhood and the brotherhood can 'work
together in a joint effort, the realization of each
sex's value will be acknowledged and ensure better
interactions. Outlawing haz.ing and dry-rush are
not enough to change. the system, it must be
completely converted into a communal living
situation, maintaining some single-sexed housing,
but eliminating ties to the structure of t_h e Greek
system which is based on elitism. ✓The people who ·
join the Greek system are, for the most part,
intelligent and highly motivated individuals.
individuality
However,
b are lost
band mot_ivation
. d
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thinking:
During the race we have been challenged by the : •
other tickets on a variety of issues. Our 'replies· have·_ J
that Jf-

crowding. That sounds great, but what's going to
happen to the lost revenue? Tuition will climb to
new heights. Secondly, they want to rid the senate
been based upon ff1ct or upon innovative ideas
of senators who aren't representing t,heir electorate.
we want to test. We rely on our experience arid;·.,t.
cil
fsenat~andcoun
Yettheyhavemi ssedamajorityo
1-body president and vice president. However we
innovative ideas to give us the ability to lead. .
able
be
should
seniors
say
they
Thirdly,
meetings.
as
positions
these
to
more
much
t- can contribute
We are not candidates who depend on slogans
they
Are
speaker.
graduation
~ represented by our experiences and commitment to vote for their
become elected. We have and ~ill continue to : ,
to
least
at
begins
process
selection
the
that
unaware
students.
of
concerns
the
to
►
)fa record of responsible leadership.
demonstrate
senate
the
cla'im
they
Finally
advance?
in
year
a
I- The approach throughout our campaign has been
As Student Activity Fee Chairperson, Warner Jft- based upon honesty and listening and appreciating suctumbed -to the administration in raising the
Jones was responsible for the smallest increase :
~ stud~nts' concerns. We have realistically pres~nted student activity fee. In fact, the senate voted to
of a required student fee (three percent) at the )f► the issues that concern students most. As a ticket, · raise the _ceiling, on the recreational sports fee,
University. As a student concerned about stunot
was
fee
the
actions
senate's
the
of
because
but
affairs.
f. we bring valuable experience to University
dent/administra tion communication , Sabra Clarke
raised. Apparently Mr. Apsey and Mr. Harcourt
and student organization, strengthening the position
has proposed that the student body become more
have not done their homework...Faced with mediocre
,:·of students through respected and responsible
involved in University matters by having an
resorted
have
they
knowledge and no experience,
_.leadership.Ou r knowledge of campus issues is much
student on the Board of Trustees who :
additional·
begun
slowly
have
arn~
misinformation
promoting
to
upon
b;ised
is
It
.
figures
and
.. more than just facts
and reprrsent the student senate )finform
would
,
foundations
the
been
have
that
to adopt the · issues
t- a working unde-r standing of those issues which
o'n matters of student interest. Another innovative Jfof our campaign all along. Listen carefully- to what
continue to bring public and private outcry from
idea that we hope to see ·implemen.ted is to have
is said by Mr. Apsey and Mr. ljarcourt and you will
~ students.
a student lobbyist at the State House in Concord, :
realize that there is little substance but much
f- You should question whether the campaigns of
to represent the students at the state government )fhypocrisy in their "bottom Iine"•type rhetoric.
t- either Markey and Proctor or Apsey and Harcourt
level.
Kristy Markey and Louise Proctor offer bold and
t will be ·able to earn the respect of students, faculty,
Students demand accountable an~ responsible
thought provoking ideas yet are not able to
and administration soon enough to carry out any
leadership in the_ st_udent governme~t. We ~ave :
demonstrate by what means they plant to achieve
._ of their proposed "changes."
demonstrated this m the past and will contrnue Jf- t Jay Apsey and Glen Harcourt have campaigned _them other than "with your support." The removal
to in the future if elected. Innovation commitment, Jfadmiof
t with empty rhetoric. Words alone cannot demon- of R.O.T.C. •from campus, the removal
teamwork. We feel that students
understanding,
and
students,
by
replaced
be
to
positions
nistrative
melt
slogans
~ strate an ability to lead. Attractive
demonstrate these qualiti~s. Vote :
who
leaders
need
cooperative
into
the conversion of Greek houses
away when confronted by reality. First, they propose
and look forward _to act10n and ·,._
Clarke
and
Jones
ideological
and
unrealistic
display
houses
living
overeliminate
to
order
in
f,a to reduce enrollment
Jfbody.
student
stronger
a
,
1Who we elect on Tuesday and Wednesday will

~ affect how we as students will be represented during
I- the upcoming year. For the reason of diverse
f- representation alone we should be your next student
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. Now.there's .more
-tfiap_one way to get
·thto . ~ 'College.
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Tb get ahead in college. it helps if comes \\'itlfeither t\\'O bui!t--in 800K lets you run ~IS-DOS programs.
\\l1ichcvcr ~lacintosh rou choose
rou choose a brilliant roommate. Like a drires. ur one drirc and ·~m.internal
ilacintoshpersonal computer Anch1mY 20-mcgah) te hard cbk . _\c 'Ye!! ~t~ ~1 \'OU can L15c· rhc iatest. most advanced,
- sofhr:ut. :\mi' that means w)11,ll he ahle
there are two models to choose from. · choice of t\\'O ne\\" h~\hoarcis.
Inside. :he SE als(J has an expan- to \\\?rk LL~tu:uettu_ ands111ittc: .Jt,
The Macintosh Plus. which comes
·. _
.\o tml wa\S ahout 1t.
withone800Kdi~:kclti\'e ,md afull illega- sionslot.so \OU can add a card Ll 1at lets
·
·
b)te bf memory(expandable to four). \"<)ll share i1-1formation mtr a camnusAnd the new :Vlaci nt6sh SE.\\ 'hich \\ ide net\\( wk Or imome, C«rd th at

n1e power to be your best. .

·call Kevin SnOw 868-9608
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~eaux Arts Trio Was Excep tiol1a l

'.)eborah Robinson
lthough Tuesday -n{ght's
ux Art's Trio performance ·
excellent as usual, this
ormance surpassed all other
!lX Arts concerts of the past.
credit for such an excep al performance did not lie
~ the musicians alone, this
:ormance featuring Mena1 Pressler's use of a brand
Steinway grand piano.
lthough the untrained ear
Id probably not hear the
erence between the old
nway and the new, the
ence was by far the greatest
efactor as not only did 'Ye
a movement from a Dvorak
for an encore, but Pressler·
e out alone afterwards and
ed a Chopin nocturne. His
ght was obviously with the
o; ours was with an excepally beautiful piece ancl the
cial attention this world
;,wned pianist gave us. ·
s in past performances,
·sler remained in control of
trio with his overt movets and expressions. Such
-s<~,

direction and style made a
technically complex piece like
Ravel's Trio in A minor superbly fluid. The trio made this
French romant{c piece a series
of pinnacles; the juxtaposed
sensitive and dramatic passages .
within ·all the movements were
played to their ultimate potential.
I enjoyed this piece the most
because riot only were there a
variety of emotions expressed
within the four movements, but
it g_ave "'a greater emphas~s on
the cello not found in Haydn's
Trio in G major, the previous
piece. Cellist ~Bernard Green- .
house continually played melodic as well as harmonic passages with ease.
But this is not to down:-play
Franz Joseph·- Haydn's Ti:io in
G major. Haydn's classical work
enabled the frio to display their
penchant for light, playful music. Isidore Cohen's timing with
his violin was occasionally off
but his expertise with the often
difficult contrapuntal passages
over-rode any minor inconsis-

tencies.
The triG ended the scheduled
performance with Franz Schubert's Trio in E flat major. This
piece was uniformly magnificent; the .timing as well as the
tempo neverfailed. But the best
part of this concert was what
was not scheduled. After five
curtain calls, the trio played the
fourth movement from Dvorak' s Dumky Trio. Once again
Pressler took control of the
group and 'made this encore a
real pleasure. T-hen, as mentioned, came the Chopin nocturne. The singular voice of the
pian.o filled the ~ilent Johnson
Theater as Pressler once again
took control, but this time of
the audience. His obvious joy
with the piano enchanted all
who listened. Those who left
early missed a truly great musical experiene<~.
The University of New
Hampshire was lucky to have
such a well-respected group
performing in the Johnson Theater. (File
perform three times this year. Ber~ard Greenhouse
With any luck they will be back photo)
again.

·,1

be Ultra
'laroons Don,t
~ub Aroun d in
'1eMU B

Miles Meets . Techn o
Heave n

By Jim Carroll
Miles Davis used -to play
music that was so avante garde
the musicians playing with him
would be totally lost. Herbie
Hancock said that when he, Ron
Carter, and Tony Williams were
Miles' rhythm section the
rhythms and harmonies would
get so out of hand they really
didn't know what· was going on,
Ric Dube
whole band works, with eve- · but Miles could always find the
w'hat too many people some- ryone pitching in on the arran- common denominator among
es forget is that it's the music g'ements. The rhythm team of seeming chaos. Suddeny the
Chris Hurley and Rick Piwo- band would find themselves in
t matters. People see the
hes the bands wear, the tacky warski provided the riiain frame the middle of "My Funny Valtts they use on stage and the for the madcap musical antics, _entine" and wouldn't have a clue
giving the performance an air
f t-shi-rts_for sale out front,
it is the music that counts of playful ease and confidence
he· long run. It's what forces that evidenced that they'd done
ngs together into a combi- their homework.
ion tolerable to the stomach. - Notable originals performed
v local bands today keep that included "Crushed Daffodill,"
ority in mind. Fortunately, "Attic," "Siamese Lovers," and
"Perry Como And The Ultimate
~Ultra-Maroons do.
~ogether only since last No- Promotional Sacrifice (Stair·nber, The .Maroons have way)." The songs were executed .
nd a combination of catchy with precision and profession[), garage grunge, and plain alisrn, ·yet still displaying an
driving ·rock and roll that informal mood that kept it from
lly speeds up the synapses. becoming slick and mundane.
Pewowarski's unique let-thetheir show last Friday night
he MUB Pub, they probed . arms-do-the-work drumming
hin the limitations of their keeps him sitting up straight,
with no room for body english.
ir long set that local rock isn't
spandex leopard skin and The stance· is powerful and nononsense; interesting to watch. ·
instream mush.
rhe songs were far more than· He is off-set, yet complemented,
t worthy of being listened by bassist_Hurley's hops and
The biting chords and lyrics jumps around the Stc:!ge. But the
.t call for scrutinization at- · whole group works together as
ked the mind and set the taste a unit; this is obvious in the
is for alert. Penned mostly music.
And after all, isn't that what
John Magnuson and Liam
~alley (both guitarists), the matters?

did. Everyone listened to Bitches
as to how they got there. .
With 1969's Bitches Brew Brew. Some listened and went
Miles took it one ·step further back to the same stuff they had
out and just put a group of always been 'doing. Some, like
musicians with electric and the Creative Constructive Comacoustic instruments in a room pany, found ways to make ·moand recorded whatever noise ney from this chaotic noise
they could simultaneously play. making. Nobody who listened
The result was called both a to jazz in 1969 didn't have an
stroke of genius and a load of opinion.
Nobody who listens to 1986's
crap. No · real melbdies or harmonies, just a common time Tutu is going to be lost. The
(usually) and occasional blasts production is as clear and confrom Miles. One gets the feeling cise as if Jimmy Jam and Terry
that-the only thing inspiring Lewis were making another
the musicians to play well was Janet Jackson album (Tommy
Miles staring at them until they ·LiPuma, Marcus Miller, and
George· Duke produced it). The
rhythm section is as straight
· forward as if one person played
all the instruments (Marcus
Miller played almost all). The
synthesizers have everything
from subtle string sounds to
blaring horn section to funky
fill ins. This album has the
potential to be mediocre.
But again,.one must realize
that Miles was there while all
of this was going on. Miles
. wrote the melodies and played
the trumpet. Miles made an
album, and again he made
something good out of what
could pptentially have been bad.
The slick production is thick
with sounds, not just blindly
slick. The one obviously.redeeming factor is Miles' horn. "Tutu" is the first song of the
album and it i-s both ominous
and heavily melodic. The bass
MILES, page 24
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An Article From Scruffy the Cat
e~cttrng then sitting around
pushing a pencil from nine to
five. Believe it or not, there can
be a fun life after college.
, Without further ado, here is
Stona Fitch and a stunning,
thought provoking "Your Career In Rock and Roll".

By .Stona Fitch

With an introduction by Arthur Lizie
As Jed Clampett would say,
''Well doggy!." Is Stona Fitch,
world reneown banjo banger
and thing clanger for Boston's'
Scruffy The Cat telling the
learned masses that they should
forgo their precious careers and
hook up with one of those
rebelious rock and roll bands?
Why yes! Maybe. Read on.
Stona cranks out with Scruffy
The Cat, a band who can only
. be described as rock and roll.
What more does one need? The
band has a brand new -official
full length album to be release
next week on Relativity Records, Tiny Days. They'll be
coming to your town, not to
mention the Stone Church, to
support the record. They're
worth the effort to get out of
the house and go see.
Although he's now in a band,
Stona has bee,n to college and
understands the p,tessure and

Scruffy The Cat plays at a ·lot
of colleges, and recently we've
been noticing something a little
disturbing. Students seem to be
worried, if not downright frightened about ·their careers after
, ' graduation. As a veteran of the
· Real World, I'm here to tell you
that there's pleny of jobs to go
around, in fact, I've had a couple
dozen in the last three years or
so. l've·been a fry cook, a budget
analy~ a copywriter, a newspaper reporter, a construction
work~r, and of course, now I play
banjo; organ and accordion with
Sc~Hy.
·
So to all you graduating
seniors, and those currently
need of most people these"days wasting your vauable time worto succeed in a major way. _But rying about jobs, please don't
he also- realizes that there a're forget _about your career opporalternatives after college. :·
tunites --i_n rock and roll. Go
Unfortunately, George Bush ahead and be a banker or a
iscomirigheretospeakatspring · lawyer for awhile, but recommencement. He probably member, rock and roll is always
doesn't understand that there there 'to faU back on. I doubt if
are alternatives after college. anyone:s ·been·. around recruiting
Undoubtedly, he'll just use. the · for _this fascinating and glamplatform as a political -spring- .or_o us job opportunity. So let _
board in his attempt to become me ·tell you a litde bit II)Ore ~bout
the q_iost boring president ever. what 'just could be the best job
Any other speaker would just you'vi ~ver had.· , ..
tell the gtaduates the same old
F~r'st, there's pot.entfal fqr
"You, ,c an_ use }· ~hat ,: to;~·~e ,.. advancem~•~H.: Th_tJ:e: yt;a~~-•~_go
learned he.re to cHangetpewodd <>. Scn!ffY the ~at ;~as ·pract-1Qn_g
and blah; blah, blah.'~ How-co:ine in a· freezing b_asem~nt"in -B'os- no one would pµt'in good word ton's seedy Ferrway area. Now
for rock and roll?
. .
we're practic_ing in· a smelly
Stona, much .like Mick Jagger ·basement in·· Hoston's seedy
a generation before hirp (or'.is ·_ Fenway a_,rea. Now tha(,s· proit two generations ago ,for iress! .. ,
.
· Mick?) ponders the m.usi<;al
Plus there are fringe benefits.
question, "Wha't can a poor boy- • We· travel to intere_s:ring places
<:lo, but to sing in a rock,and roll · and see interesting sights. We
band?" Why-nothing, of course. meet fascinating people and
So drop your books, head for the sleep-on their' floors: In Denearest guitar, and start crank- cember we went to Tuscaloosa,
ing out, because it's a lot more Alabama, where a fr!~~_dly but _

a

Julian Cope

Our van is furnished with
seats .of luxurious baby blue ·
Naugahyde for both maximum
comfort and its special adhesive
qualities to the face during sleep.
Bill, our driver/ road manager/ sound man/ part-titne roadie/ ambassador/ father figure
is trained to cater to our ev<try
whim. Ancl if we scream loud
:enough, he'li'ev'e n stop' to let
us pee, but only once every day.
. Not to mention the food: We
also- get to enjoy gourmet specialty- foods when traveling
through the colorful regions of
·These United States. By now,
the chefs at McDonalds· know
us well, and. prepare our Bi~
Macs with "special sauce" they
make just for us. That's -luxury
we can afford.

W~ .see alf•rhe sights: THe
famed Inside of the Van Monument in Illinois. The Ten Solid
Days of Rain Area located in
North Carolina, home of .the
Hostile Waitress clan. The
statues erected to the memory ·
of The Stupid Frat Bozos loca~ed
at several universities. -The
Vince Lombardi,' Molly Pitcher,
and Woodrow Wilson Service
'Areas on the NJ Turnpike, near
the Mysterious Region of the .
Perpetually Obnoxious State ·

Troopers.
And 'everywhere we go,
are greeted by ·o ur local en
sary, The Club Owner, wh
there to meet us with open ai
and say those words we lov,
hear. "You the band? You c
park your van here. Park h
and they'll tow you. You're l
you missed sound check, and
punishme_nt we' re making :
play four sets oJ 'Born to
Wild'." These charming ir
viduals have turned down
reers as intellectuals and op
instead to operate thse r,
palaces out of ~heir interest
promoting popular culture.

Tl~ey escort us to our l;iv
/ backstage area, where hundr
of rock and roll grafitti art1
have lent their consid.era
ralents to murals consistin.g
band names, clever insults ,
oversized pudenda. Those of :
considei;ing Art_ as a care
please take note..

Later, after consuming yu
. my snacks and ddicious ~
beer, we head to the sta
Here's where this job gets re,
exciting_- That's right. We f
the power of .thousands of e
on us as we pick up our ex~1
si-ve vintage instruments a
plug the qi into our _rare ant<
a.mplifiers. We look out into ·
audience and see that they tr
appreciate· the beauty, the:wo1
1
er that is the modern rock b a
We feel that we'~ fina
reacht;d ~h.e pinnt1cle _pf tru~1 I,
success.' '1\s we begin our ri
work, or "oeuvre''. as we like
call our songs, we hit th¢ fj
chorcl and then...
·.

fun

to make
of themselves ..
Cope is as drably serious as a
continental breakfast. He's just
By Arthur Lizie
lucky his music is incredible,
Saint Julian, the third album because he · is going to have a
from self proclaimed obsessive hard time having others take
bore Julian Cope, is a deceivingly him as seriously as he takes
powerful collection of ten songs himself.
about Cope's favorite topic,
Cope, aside from his extraorhimself. After cannonizing him- dinary skills as a composer, also·
self'on the title song, he pro- has the good fortune to have
ceeds to wrap the world about assembled a strong band around not the person behind the music,
himself, creating a rnad world himself. Blazi.n g guitarist Do- Richard Wagner being a perfect
which revolves around him. nald Ross Skinner, drummer case in point. The music is a
Fortunately, the music is like- Chris Whitten, and bas.sist rough and tumble mix of late
able enough to overcome some James Eller are tight and can seventies psychedelic revival
obvious downfalls in the lyrics.
rock with the best of them, but pop mixed with late six.t ies
Cope is a peculiar English are never efficient to the point Am~rican grunge rock a la The
breed. After enjoying his music, of being slick. Cope, aside from Stooges and Jim Morrison.
most Americans will have a hard singing and playing occasional
Cope's ego is never rriore
time with the persona behind guitar, also plays a guest role . apparent than in the title song
the music, while Britons seem as keyboardist Double DeHar- in which he proclaims, "I hope
to ace:€pt his self-absorbed ego- rison. He didn't want it to seem that I am not forgoqen." The
tistical stance. While Americans like he did a lot in the ban&
catch is that he is saying this
like their overly large egos to
Although Wayne Livey does while scolding God. In the song,
have an air of humor about the bulk of the production, the which at first might be mistaken
them, the British seem to desire most vibrant tracks are the three . for an over anxious bank combeing spit upon and almost ("World Shut Your Mouth," mercial, Cope meets God and
degraded by their grand egos.
"Spacehopper," and "Pulsar") finds him to be a rather spiteful
Diamond David Lee Roth has . which come from the knob character who is quite happy
anegoasbigasthegapbetween twirlingofEdStasium,producer with the present stateof the
Alfred E. Neumann's teeth, but for The Replacements, The world. The singer roundly scolds
he admits it's all for fun. He Ramones, and the latest Long the misunderstood .deity for his
_,even invites the public along Ryders disc. Some of the Livey harmful complacency, Not just
for the ride. Cope on the other . songs are left witl;iout the bite everybody gets tP s~oJd Gqd, but
hand, and others like . him, . ;ind raw edge which ~Jec,trifif=S Saint Nlian 'p@~~--e:: l ,'.)
_;·' M.o.rii$sey and Iar{ McCuffp:ti'gli ,. the Stasiui:n tunes. ,
"' ·.. , :.:, ·_· ; ) ··\ / :'_1 _:· / >i,··,i{i.:. :. · .·.
. ,'ifo:do ~omeJinger.·pointirig~J:\~y~
)n,: the end t~ougb), iJ1. Js;1wff: . ,GQ,P}fi, p~gei~ I /i:;\;• I,,,
,;:::~i~o'i.·.µ:ious egos Qlit'.a,re np(:ibl'~: :cou,.r se the mustj: that m;u,t e,1is;1 1 \'' •• ' 1 ';'; 'I-\' I {,i,'\·i",1:o{.'_;;ili;ltF"'1::,;,.,'

Saint Julian

Island Records

-,,, : . . .•

rather twist_ed drunk showed
us .his gun. Then· we traveled
to Covington, Kentucky where
a prehistoric club owner named
Tiny showed us his gun . And
who said travel isn't a mindbroadening experience? .
ILyou're interested in eco nomics, being in a band will
teach you more ab_o ut deficit
spending than any other job··· well, except maybe being
President. But who wants to be
president anyway? During.
tours, we lie in a level of luxury
usually ,known only by
eighteenth-century French royalty, Kennedy's and small brown
Phi~ippono dictawrs.

Saint Juliap ·the EgQ
Maniac·

• I • :::

'

,

•

. .

•• .•

Y;".'1\ , t/ 1;; (

,,,

'i: 'i

iitifl)~fii1.:,)Jt

1

And then·-we wake up fo
these stupid dreams and go
work at our ·pay jobs.
So there. Now that the
cret' s out, I'm sure many mi
of you will be pursuing
exciting career in rock and r1
See you at the water cooler. Y<
career consultant, Stona.
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The .Stranglers . are Far From Choking

ly Arthur Lizie

Next tn·che band's developThe Stranglers are largely an ment came the naming of the
nknown commodity in _The band, The band did not so much
J nited States. Over the past name themselves as them falhirteeh years, the band has ling into a title. "Somebody
abored over eleven albums refered tb us as The Stranglers
Dreamtime being their latest), and. it was' just a bad joke that
ours, and even a run-in with stuck. There was really no ·
he French police, but they stili reason, we just agreed about it."
emain surprisingly obscure in Simple beginning·s for such a
e States. With a little luck an.d thought provoking name.
·
lot of hard work, they might
Outside influences have not
inally get _the recognition they played a big part in shaping the
.eserve.
_
band's, unique Euro-sounds .
, The ban_d, consisting of the None of the normal rock influolorfully humorous drummer en~es pop up in discussion. ,'.'J
et Black, bassist/vocalist John weot to school a hell of a long
acques Bufnell, vocalist/ guit- time ago. Rock and pop bands
rist Hugh Cor11well, and key- were just beginning to exist.
•Oardisc David Greenwell, have · Mosdy at school I listened to
omehow managed to st~y to- jazz, and some of it rubbed off.
;ether as a team for the entire My major influence is my col=ngth of the band's existence, legues. We don't jus·c sic around
rare feat in the...rock world of playing records though. We
lfcen vigorously overlapping really don't care about what'.s
gos. The band are currently set going on." ·
.
o begin ·a six week trek across
What was going on when the
lmerica which will bdng them band first came to the limeliglic
o the Metro in Boston next was a maj9r factor rn the group'.s
i{/ednes·day. Jet Black was able success. Coming to national
o take some time off from pre- prominence in the UK at the .
our preparations to ·talk about same time as the S·e x Pistols,
he interesting and inviting tale The Clash, and a wide host of
f the Stranglers.
.
forgotten others, they were
-According to Black, the band_ n·e cessarily labeled · punk. · A
or together in a very l,lnrock- listen to · any of the above
ike ina11ner. As }_le -e-xplains, mentioned bands and The
i\X7e had a very desolate enthu- Stranglers leaves one grappling
iasim. I was ih business before for any connections.
.
he band, but I wanted some_Although they were . not
hing more exciting. We started punks, they did not shy away
) play at schools for beers and · from the label. "It was useful.
un, until we reached a posicio'n U ncil that happened, we were
/~ere we could really get iqto quite obscure. We got lumped
in and noticed." Along with
·· He continued, "Hugh was ' a publicity, punk also fostered a
esearch biologist and one day slew of hassles. Re.mem.bers_
.e woke up sick of looking down Black, "It also brought its prob- ·
mjcroscope : We met John lems. There was a certain stigma
acques at .the University. He to being .a punk. We weren't
!lSt wanted to travel to Japan held in high esteem. Finally, it
o he could study karate. At first ( the label) rubbed off. some of
,e never considered it a career, it still -exists, largely in Amerhen there seemed no consid- ica."·
·
ration involved at all."
This stigma of being classified

r

with the once rebelious pugks
brought some bigger problems
than being held in low esteem,
in spice of some delightful side
affects. One of hese experiences
which arose because of the label
formed the basis for Jet Black's
book Much Ado About Nothing.
Black got into writing "after
an incident in a Fr~nch prison.
While :{,;was there, I said co
myself, 'This is quite extraordinary,· people won't believe
chis!"' Much Ado About Nothing . came about in thi.s
manner: "We were touring in
France and we were scheduled
to play a University in Nice.

People were making claims that rience ." Pick up the book for
we were loads of trouble. The further details.
University couldn't cancel the
This experience also gave
band because we were under . them material for the new
conctract, but they wouldn't give album, the extraordinarily humus acces-s to electricity:
mable song "Nice'in Nice." Says
Black continued, "At show Black, "We used.the.opport':}nity ·
time, the student audience -ar - of the photograph of U$ leaving
rived, there was no show and prisor~ to illustrate the picture
they assumed that the U niver- sleeve. It is not a true story, just
sity engineered the conflict, so some thoughts about the prison
they wrecked the place. We were guard's daughter."
charged with inciting a riot, and,
Although they did qot have
as you may or may not known, anything to do with the prison
in France, you are guilty until guard's daughter,. The
proven innocent. We had co wait . Stranglers do cake an active part .
a week to get a lawyer. It was in their fan club. While most
just an unbelievable expe·- bands just have loyal groupies
or some third grade flunkie to
compile a glossy ne-vvsletter to
peddle- off to · the fans, The
Stranglers actually put some _
effort· into the writing and
compilation of their fan club
- newsletter. As Black says,
"We've always felt under a
moral obligation to ~he fans. h
. is very difficult and e~pensive
and time consuming, but it has
probably resulted in a better
relationship with our fans . It ·
is something to be proud of."
.
Another thing to be· proud of
was the US breakthrqugh the ·
group acheived with their last
album, Aural S~ulpture, which
yielded the semi-hit single "Skin
Deep." This album featured the
rather slick ·t alents of producer Laurie Latham (Squeeze, Paul
Young). On chat album, "we had
an optimistic outlook. We
needed a new direction and it
was_a fun thing to do. On the
new album, which we mostly
· produced, we didn't want to
repeat the same· album~" . .
The new album has brought
forth a song which is actually
being played on commercial
radio, "Always The Sun." TJ;ie
album has also brought forth
STRANGLE, page 24

1/tnother Must /Or the Bruce Crowd
Prove It AllNight!
The Bruce Springsteen Trivia
Book . - ·
By Deborah Mayer
. Mustang Publishing

yet still fun.
.
Regardless of your op-i nion
. of trivia, all the·Bruce you've
ever needed is here. There is
By Arthur Lizie
even information here for you
What more could any Bruce if-you're one of the trendies who
Springsteen fan want? You've picked up on him at the same
bought the records, you've seen time MTV did. I-t's all here,
him live, you bought the boo- "Growin' Up," "Guest Appertlegs, you know the intimate ances," "The Concerts," "The
details about his -wife, what Songs That Bind." Where else
next? Deborah Mayer knew that can yo~irrd out what song Bruce
after the expansive five album played when h~ade a surprise
event Bru.ce Springsteen and appearance at a Malurt ·(Is
The E Street Band Live/1975 - . Malurt a group or a person?)
1985, most Bruce fans would concert May 1, 1981 at The
still be it(hirig for that final bit Forum in Copenhagen?
- of memorabilia. What better
There are six different cateremedy than Prove It All Night.' gories into which the questions .
The Bruce Springsteen Trivia fall. There is die obvious QuesBook.
tion and Answer format,
Trivia has been all the rage ("When Bruce·was growing up,
_for years. Now everyone knows he lived in a house next to a ga-s
from Trivival-Pursuit that The station. Who ran the station?"),
Shootist is John Wayne's last Match~up quizzes ("On which
movie. Does anyone need to album do'es 'Crush On You'
know that fact or some other
appear?), Fill in the Blanks,
tidbit such as why .Prince s grand ("Wild 'blarik' Circus Story"),_
unde didn't like playing the Song Search, sort of the equituba? Probably not. This brings valent of Seasame Street ' s
out the fact that- trivia books are • "Which one doesn't belong?"
funny in general, and even (yeah, the four kids in the boxes
funnier when they are wr.i tten who sing a song), Glory D ate,
about megasuperstars. Funny; such as the aforementioned

Bruce one off gig-with Malurt,
and Cover Me Quizzes, ("Who
covered the Bruce tune ··F rom ·
Small Things, Big Things One
Day Come' "). Bonus questions
also pop up, such as "Na.me the
three songs where Bruce mentions beer." Now that's trivia.
Unlike most trivia books of
. this nature, specifically some
surrounding The Beatles, this
book is useful to fans wit-h
knowledge beyond the most
elementary . :l evels. Although
there are a number of tedious
questions relating to song order
and.apperances on albums, there
are also some very insightful
and difficult questions, as evidenced above.
Useless? Yes, but fun if you
aqually care about the alledged
"Boss" of rock and roll. Evidently a lot of people do, that is why
Prove It All_ Night.' exists. Can
Bruce, uniting the forces of rock
and roll, patriotism, and capitalism, ever do wrong? Now
the-~e is a r'eal trivia question ...
Oh 'yeah, the answers to the
trivia questions can be found
elsewhere in the Music Extra ·
section.

•

)-
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Tired of your old record collect'ion?

Answers: Bruce ' jammed on
"Hungry Heart" with the ever
popular Malmurt; Ducky Slattery was Bruce's gas pumpin'
pal; "Crush On You" is from
the car riddled LP The River;
Billy is the dude with the w.ild
circus story; Dave Edmunds
covered the tune; Bruce pounds
back a few in "Blinded By The
Light," 'Junglelarid," and "Sherry Darling;" arid I guess democracy seems safe in the hands
of The Boss.

(

' ---------M ILES•
<continued from ,page 21)

line is deceptively simple and Clarke. It sounds almost exactly
the harmonies are complex. A like the tracks produced by
synthesizer sounding like a Markus Miller. It fits with the
hockey rink full of horn section album.
keeps hitting hard. It is a good
Other tracks that stand out
song but a· hard melody to are "Don't Lose Your Mind,"
remember; it is not the best song featuring Michael Urbaniak of
_
of the album.
Mahavishnu Orchestra fame,
The best song by far is "Full and "Portia," the only song
Nelson." Its melody is readily mildly resembling a ballad.
accessible, but still has the Miles These two songs are more akin
Davis flair for ingenuity. Marcµs to the Miles' former tastes in
Miller's drums and bass work jazz: strong melodies, polyrbest on this song, ac€enting and hythms, and an effective use of
working around the melodies different musical styles. "Dca't
and adding die final punch Lose Your Mind" features an
needed to floor the listener. especially effective Aston Bar"Full Nelson" is a good dance rett style of bass.
track as well as an excellent
While none of the songs on
example of how Miles has not this album are really weak, the
lost a thing despite his attempts ' album just can't stand up to
at commerciality.
Miles' revelations of the past.
George Duke makes an ap .. Tutu may be a different way for
pearance on this album, produc- Miles Davis to approach jazz,
ing and playing on "Backyard but it is not really origin.al. Let's
Ritual." It is not as funny or look at it this way, at least he
restrained as some of his playing is no longer playing Cindy
with Frank Zappa or Stanley Lauper m~lodies._

~

- --C OPE---

(continued from page 22),

Also included is the char
ingly tuneful, not to menti
deceptively brash, "World St
Your Mouth," the hit sin!
from the Julian 'Cope EP 1
leased earlier this year.
In both "Pulsar" and "Tra
polene," Cope displays Iggy B
tendencies· with a jerk hf
paced rock dance beat. Bo
songs are madcap and stylist
tasty.
,
(continued .from page 23)
Other in.t.er~srin_g tunes ~
the sing songy "Eve·s Vo1am
all new and fun.
to America what Black describes
Do they expect to be "Big In the bluesish "Shot Down," t
as "The best live show in the
world. We expand on the stage, America," as a song says on dancy, expansive "Planet R.id
unlike a lot of young acts who Dreamtime? "No,. there is no and the madcap rocker "Spa,
get on stage ~nd copy · th~ir message there. It is just ab~ut hopper ...One thing which gets qu
records. They get in their bed- a girl who made it big in fashion
rooms with their computers and by coming to America. No grating is the unswerving po
" of view. Every song is in the fi
high tech and make a tape lecture."
person, with no insight into t
not
is
lecture
a
Undoubtedly,
machine
a
by
created
partially
that they can't reproduce on what one should expect when world outside of Julian's p1
s_tag~. We create fun in playing the gro\lp graces Boston's yideq sonal universe. ,
Heretical? Egotistical? S
dance palace Th.e Metro next
live.
Over ~'1 :: 1-ast five years, Black Wednesday night, April 15. Jet obsessive bore? Julian Cope rr
not noticed any major Black and the whole Stranglers __ well fi'~ iQto.all of these ca
'ir
1...:1 nges in America, except that gang can be expected to pla-y .. "gories,'but op Saint Julian,
with the passion, intensity, and puts his-money where his mm
')W, "People say they're into
humor exhibited on there re- is, to use an awful cliche. ~ i
;v11ac we've been doing. Life is
exciting again over here. We've cords. Will they finally be "Big a li,s ten 8;nd perhaps find'l'<i
why Cope finds it necessarYa
been at it thirteen years and In America?" It's. yoµr choice.
the cover.
ape Christ on
we'r~ finally being noticed. It's ~
~.,Ii,,-, .... ·...,\
' L ~

----ST RANG LE----
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This is your

LAST CHANCE!
St~dent Senate Awards Nominatio11-s are due todax
~-so pick up, a,_·forrri in the Student Senat~ Office (rm
. l30 MUB) arid nominate outstandin_g serii.Q'rs for the
"'fol10win9 aWards:
. . . . ' .: · · ·
.

: ,-.,

:,.•

. Jere·,A.-"·Chase·Service A-ward:
. "To,h<~niorthe gra-duating. s'e nior
who h _a sdisplayed outstanding
--s tudertt"s;e -r vice to the University."
· The Hci'od·Achievement Prize:
''To honor the sen1or man who,.
ha~ sho.wn.the greatest
pote.nti~l through-ch-aracter;
· scholarship, leader~hip, .
and use"fulness.
The University Women's Award:
·''To honor the ·s enior
women who have
proveQ. their value 't o _
. the student body through
. -· scholarship, self ~help, - . _
., ... leadership and loyalty." ·: ·_- ~
,1

' · ·

:. pc;;~.

...i' . -~.
~'!".,. .

THE BIGGEST .8ESTESl- ..·: . , .
.ORGANIZATiON ·:-

.:

~.

.

,,.·1.,._,..,,_.,,!;:} :......
'\'

~:; ...

. APPLl~ATIONS NOW BEING AC9EPTED FOR - .
• Bu~~ness Manag~r .-; • Publicity Director ~ - ~
• Office Manager "
• Production Assistants ··
• Arts & Lectures Director
•Publicity Assistants

·_ ·-: · • Photoschoo-1;Directo:r·.
. ' ·_ • Gene'r af·Merl'l.bers . ._ .
_ • Area Representatives
t.

'\.

,,.

•

'

:;

'_··

·t

.

Pick up applications at the
. MUSO Office,

Rm. 148~ MUB --~
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·The best way to reach
10,000 people is through .
the
classifie,
d
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-Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted-Services-Housing-Lost

I

•

·1

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: .
Advertisels Name:
Address: ·
Phone:

-

-

-

RATES:: $1.00 ·for .20 words per insertion
Each additional run: $1.00
All ads MUST be prepaid _
. Times/ '
To Ru~ - -

I··
lI
1.

I

·

·1

1·
I

I
I1

,

1>
.

UNEIL& THE
. II .
NIGHTLIFES" .
11

. ..

.

Rhythm, Blues & Soul Band

.

. UB"
LIVE IN THE p ...

Jhursday, April .16
$3 ·students _
$5,non-students

-DON'T MISS A MELLOW E-V·E NING ·o,= BLUES IN THE PUB .
',

,

.. .r

l,

I

•
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STUD ENT ACTIVITIES
INTER NSHIP S
.AVAILABLE
2 paid positions·for the 1987-88 academic year

.

.

VENDOR INTERN

MAJOR EVENTS INTERN

-manages MUB vendors
· -interprets ~nd enf~rces University
commercial sales _p.olicy
-8-10 hours weekly

-responsible for the planning and implementing
of campus wide events
-flexible hours ·
-position provides leadership experience .

QUEST IONS?? ? WOULD LIKE MORE INFORM ATION ???
· Come by -the Studen t Activiti es Program ming Office for ·
applicat ion~, Room 126/MU B, 862-10 01.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
.••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Gary Trude au and Berke Breath ed both starte d
out as cartoonists for their college newspapers?

: ..

.

~~

. :
:
•

.

;;,k,

If there are any aspirin g cart09 nists out there, ,L_
.. , . . .
we'd like to know!
, \ r i

: '
•

/

•The New·:,tlampshi.-e

:

RoOrri 151, MU:Ef >
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-HA ALA ND
· (continued from page 1)

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM
..

F

__

Heisenb erg said he thinks
"Haaland made a good move.'.'
According to Ablondi, "there
,is a lot of uncertai nty as to
whether or not the additiona l
funds were requested from the
state,"
"We were given the impres- sion t:hat it was the state's fault
and not the Universit y's fault,"
he said.
Student Body Vice Presiden t
Barbara Cerreta said she and
other student leaders met with
both . Dean of Students J Gregg
Sa_nborn and Universit y Systems
Vice ChanceUor Eugene .Savage
to determin e whether or not the
Universi ty System made a request to the state for additiona l
funding.
Cerreta said ihe meeting
revealed little.
"If Savage knew, he wasn't
telling," Ablondi said.

by Mike Peters

NO WAIT., THATS
M~ VISA" HOU> -

OIN7T,...,..Wdas.r.io.t. lnl=.
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by Berk e' Brea thed ·
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and ·Sl:ides ·
from the
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by Jeff MacNe//y
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Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera: Now you can use the same
film-wit h.the same microfine
grain and rich color saturation . Hollywood's top studios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect
for everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
brignt or low light...:... at up to 1200
ASA: What's more, it's eeonomical.
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!
" 1986 SFW

--------------FREE Introductory Offer

D · RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera.
· I'd like a 2-roll ~tarter pack including
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Endosed
is $2 for postage and handling.
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

NAME _ _- - ' - - - - - - ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _--,-_

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE_- ,--_ _ Z I ~ - - - -

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks

CODE

500 ·3rd Ave. W.
P.O. Box 34056
Se~tde, WA 98124

----- -----.-----Klld:1k. 5247 :1nJ 5294 are rr:1dem:1rk-s llf E.isrrn:in l<llJ:tk Cll. Se:irrle

■

FilmWn~ks is wholly st'parart' frnm rht'

~

manuf;Kr urcr. Prnlt'S:-i

ECN- IL

111
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I am looking for an apartment in Portsmouth
beginning June 1. If yo u are moving out
or need a roommate call Carrie, at 862. 1323 or ,7 49-1464.
· SUBLETTERS: Are you planning to spend
_a fun -tilled summer in D\Jrham? We have
the place tor you! Spacious singles , and
a double available , in .a· roomy house at
Davis Courts. Call Stephanie at 868-1"433
·for more into.

Dover, 2 bedroom apartment, off street
parking, walk to town and Kari-Van line .
$500/mo., hot water included . 749~0743 ,
Durham summer sublet available for one
person to move in.with two other girls. Main
Street lo cation. Big front yard, washing
machine , comfortable house . $165/mo.
includes everything. Call 868-1871 eves.

DURHAM-Furnished single rooms wi.th
bath for female students only. Available
tor 1987-88 academic year . Priv'a te entrance . Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $950
per semester in c luding utiliti(;)s. Call 8682217 after 4 p.m ·

Looking tor summer sublet 4-5 bedrooms
iri Durham or Portsmouth area. Please call
742-6749.
Summer room available. Nice-furnishec:l,
utilities included, easy rent. Available June
1-Aug. 31 or July 1-Aug. 31. Call 868-3902
-evenings after 9:00 p.m.

Durham summer sublet available tor one
person to move in with two other girls. Main
Street location. Big front yard, washing
machine, comfortable hou.se. $165/mo.
includes everything. Call 868-1871 eves.

Faculty or Grad' Lee Summer Rental, 2
bedroom/2 person. Furnished, clean, nice.
. Non-smoke_rs. $450/mo. including utilities.
659-5932.

Rental May 24-Aug 27. Nearly new home,
nic e tor family quiet, about 3.5 mi. from
campus . Four person max., non-smokers
preferred. Furnished , $625 / mo. plus utilities. Deposit and lease tall lease and rates
available. 659-5932

Dover 4 bedrooms, Living room, kitchen
arid den. Centrally located near Kari-Van
route $7~0/mo. includes all utilities lease
required call 742- 7908 between 7-9 p.m.

May 24 - June 26th rental three bedroom
duplex great tor grad. or family. Furnished,
nearly new, 3.5 miles from ~am pus. Country
setting , tour person ma x. pets neg . nonsmokers. short term rent of $600 including
utilities. Security deposit. 659-5932

Durham summer sublet available tor one
person to move in with two other girls. Main
Street location. Big front yard, washing
machine, comfortable house. $165/mo.
includes everythirig. Call 868-18-71 eves.

Summer sublet - 19A Main. Durham.
Washer and dryer, dishwasher, and hot
water included. Large lawn . 2 spaces
available. Call Sharon. 868-2845

We are looking tor a 4 bedroom house to
rent beginning Aug. 31 either in ttie Du~ham
or_Dover a!ea. Pleaes give us a ~all it you
are lea ving and not returning next year.
Noreen, Keith, Tony, Catherine 862-4426.

Live and work at the Dairy Barn this
summer, 20-40 hrs./wk.@ $4.15/hr., room
available tor 4 hr. work / wk .. start 5 / 15 - .
5 /29, will train reliable people , ca ll Paul
at 862- 1027 or 868-2347 _tor an interview.

Durham summer sublet available for or1e
person to move in with two other girls. Main
1
Street location . Big fron t yard, washing
machine, comfortable house. $165/mo.
includes everything. Call 868-1871 eves.
, .

a

Help Wanted

We are io'.o king tor 4 person hou se in
Poct'smouth .toi-"11:le summer.Please call
< 86EL 18_71: if.ybu ·ci~_-~.d sublette~s.

FREE interviews, Cape Cod's hottest
restaurant-bar comp lex. Interview weekend , Saturday, April 25. 10-4. Sunday April
26, noon-4 . Season May 21-Sept. 7 and
more. GUIDO MURPHY'S, Corner of West
Main Street and Sea Street, Hyannis, MA.
COME ON DOWN'!
GREAT SUMMER JOBS! at popular boys

Three bed.room duplex unit - furri1shed.
. nearly new: 3.5 miles from campus, three
p~ts, non-s_m okers pre~
.P~.rson max ,
il'i' t-eWe d<5", $720;-~if 'plus ' u'fili'f·ie.s''.~ 'e t urity
deposit required. r.,fine or twelve month
lease availablft Aug. 29 '1 987. Call 659-

n:0

· - - - - -'· - - - =59_3_2_ _:___ '___c~es:
_
Sum.mer sublet D·over. One room in 3
\ bedrb·om ·'aP,adment. , .P.rivate bath,
$ 1?5/rpe:, all bills paid . 7 4 2-255? after 6

1

summer camp on Lake Winnipesaukee.
Camp DeWitt , Box 2106 Wolfebelfo NH
03894. (569-2681)

p.m. M) F:' '·
N_eed a_place June 1 -Aug. 30th in Durham?
2:person apartment availa_bl-e .females only.
Rent negotiable, call Donna 868-2081.

Camp Counselors: The joys a_nd challenges
of molding the lives of young children in
a positive way. Help nurture a child's selt· es-teem while experiencing personal selfgrowth. For more information call Child

Beautiful newly rennovated house in Dover.
Large kitchen, dining room, living room,
tour bedrooms. $185 / mo ./ person plus

and Family Services of N.H., Concord, N.H. ;
224-7479. Ask a.tout Camp Spaulding,
serving children since 1921 .

utilities. ,Available June 1. Hard wood floors,
, bay windows, on Kari-Van rnute. Call Sarah
at 524-9698 eves.
Durham summer sublet available for. one
person move in with two .other girls. Main
Stre-ello"cati•on . Big tro'n-i'yard, w·ashing
machine, co·mtortable hou.se. $165 / mo .
includes everything. Ca/1868-1871 eves. ·

to

THE FAR SIDE

Earn $480 weekly - $60 per hundred
a rs mailed. Guaranteed. Work at
circu l_
home and participate in our company
project mailing circulars and assembling
materials . Send stamped self addressed
envelope to JBK Mai/company, P.O. Box
25 Castaic, California, 91310.
Do you dance, juggle_, eat flames, sing,
belch in technicolor, do magic or hide some
ofher lat ent talent? Then call Denise or
.
Heidi @ 862-4528
NOW HIRING: College pro painters, great
pay and lots of tun. Call n'ow' 1 -800 -346.
4649.
Need strong. handy, mechanical male tor
yard work, riding mower, odd jobs, part time,
starting anytime. Ca ll 436-8500 days. Kristi.
Make good summer earn ings. College Pro
Painters pays $5- 7 h·r . for good summer
painters. Outlets thrqughout New England.
Call 1-_800-346-4649
.Part time work .... tu/1 time income, outside
sales positions; flexible hours. Good tor
homemakers. Great income. Car necessary. It interested call : (617) 888-6779
For a good time call Denise or Heidi@ 8624528 (To be a street performer at the Fiesta
on Friday, April 24th)
TUTOR : To .give private crash course in
computor literacy to adult._(Purpose:
Access & Data Retrieval). Hours very
flexible (estimated total 15-30), Call 8682853 anytime.
Earn $480 weekly - $60 per hundred
envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers needed tor company project
stuffing envelopes and assembling materials. Send stamped self addressed enve lope to JBK Mailcompany P.O. box 2587 Castaic, California, 9131 O.
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY~ Fine residential
camp tor girls in Vermont seek ing women
counselors/ instructors, Mid-June through
Mid -August. Gymnastics, tennis , sailing,
.riding, canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceramics , arts & crafts, tieldsports, tripping
instructors. Non-smokers, good character
and love of children. Call Lochearn Camp,
(802) 333-4211,
Work study positions: researching coasta l
New Hampshire salt marsh - biology/ hydrology. Part time academic year.
full time summer. Call Chris 862-3956.
. WANTED: Volunteers to help SAFE-RIDE$.
We are looking for drivers, assistants and
dispatchers. It would include two weekend
nights trorh 1Opm-2am a semester. Contact
Health Services Health Education Center
862-3823 if interested.
ATTENTION Ba·11sy People; You can show
off y-our ... uh-, talent at the International
Fiesta! Call Denise or Heidi for more info.
862-4528

SUMMER JOB - Personal care attendant
needed for disabled person. Pay is
$5.00 / hr. 24 1 /2 hrs. /week. Call Greg at ·
868 - 1986 eves.
'

.,u, l,uJJY
El_ectric guitar tu,
model, good condition. Black w / 2 pickup system. Must sell $95.00 Call Paul R.
at 868-9830 or 862-1323.

LOST: Golden Retriever "Gruss le" . 6 yearold fE:male. 4 / 1 / 87. Woodridge section
Durham. Call 868- 7422 after 4 or 862-1098
- Gloria 8-4. Reward.

MAGIC BUS 77 VW - Interior remodeled
- good condition fuel injected. Let the bus
take your soul. 868-6265 $900 or b,o.

HAVEN 'T YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO BE
FLUENT IN ZULU? Female member of
South African tribe is offering an opportunity
to become as familiar with the language
and people of South Africa as she is. Call
HANDY ERIN - 859:21 so.

Services
Professors/students: Too busy for typing? .
Call 332-WORD tor your word processing
needs. Accurate, fast service at fair prices.
Fun Scuba Diver Certifications. Lowest
cost in Portsmouth equipment rental
available. Contact Eric Pfost at 436-9972.
4-6 people per class.
Carpentry, painting , home improvement.
Top quality work at a I.ow price. Free
estimates. Call Ch$rlie 433-2214 evenings.

Pierre-Good mornin' , good mornin'I I
haven 't forgotte_n the raincheck - what do
-you think I am, dumb or,,something? Call
me! (ok, you're a c1;1b!) We definitely need
to perfect our lip-synch and wall-walking
techniques - I hope the mirror survives'
How about Rockland '88 .... 1 would, would
'
you? L Lamont ·
W0uld you like to go to all MUSO events
freidThen JOIN USIII Stop by our office
in the MUB (rm . 148) for an application.
Deadline is next Tuesday.

Guitar Instruction - Study with a G.I.T. Grad.
Technique, improvisatiDnai' concepts, ,t..
Hay .A 1. - It was a long month without you
harmony , theory , ear traini ng. All levels .
- I missed you! Just wanted you to know
Call NQW 659-7442.
that I'm happy things are working out for
Spring Time Catering: All events ranging
us. You're still the sweetest guy I know . •
from casual cockta il parties to elegant - Love you! K.
receptions . Culinary institute graduates.
Weeny - ThoughHd make your day and
Call Mike or Karl 868-6507.
send you· a personal, so here it is! I love
Contraceptive Services - Confidential, high
you! yabbadal MJM .
_quality care by trained and sensitive staff,
Brenda: Best of luck on the gourmet dinner,
sliding fees for exams, supplies and birth
Love, Steph: Gail & Lauren.
The
appointment.
control pills. Call for
TODD - I didn't forget! Here's that personal
Clinic, Dover (749-2346): Rochester (332you have always want_ed . Remember to
4249).
vote MARKEY /PROCTOR on April
Fun Scuba Diver Certifications. Lowest
14th/ 15th! Peace.
cost in Portsmouth equipment rental
Hay Navs-was that a peach , prune or
available. Contact Eric Pfost at 436-9972.
alfa lfa ? Mere mortals never had so much
4-6 people per class.
fun at a fire alarm. Introducing Dre's Dudes
and the Von Trapp Family Singers goodbye 1 Here 's to another warm fuzzy
weekend a!Rockland '88 - Greta.

Did you miss the D~ad last weekend? Well
don't miss MAX CREEK tonight in the MUB
Pub . Doors open at 7:30 $5 student
admission. By MUSO
Basketball Girl & "Sa loupe" - Here's.to
Europe & friendship . The regular at 111
- maybe O'keefe? The 1.89 wasn 't that bad.
Salad. B-&-h from California
Carpentry, painting , home improvement.
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call ChaFlie. 433-2214 eves.
UNH Bookstore Sidewalk Sale April 27th
through May -1st. *Spring Cleaning * General Reading Books - Computer Books
25¢ per pound. *Winter Clothing Clearance*
*Spring Plants*
If you are forced to have sex, are sexually
d, or raped and would like to talk
~ssau lte_
to a woman who has been trained to help
tions, call 862-i 212 day or
in the·se situa_
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNSELOR.
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Free pregn~n- cy testing and infm'mation on abortion and
aJlematives, CaJJ 749-4441

It you've got something wor~h showing off
we can give you expqsure: Be a street
· performer at the Fiesta. Call D.enise or Heidi
@ 862 -4528 tor more into.
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Would you like to go to all MUSO event$
free? Then JOIN USl!I Stop by o.ur office
in the ·MUB (rm . 148) for an application.
Deadline is next "fuesday.
To the sixth floor sacs of *!@# and boobs!
Just wanted to let you boys know we were
thinking of yo-u....but we'll keep that thought
to ourselves 'cuz they can't print it here.
-Fans Loyale
Flattered as I am
by this bearded man,
He's a sweetie,
but only a friend I am
. Thanks for the ballzy birthday wish Kathy
Why not join MUSO? We run more personals in this paper than any other organization.
. Applications now being accepted for next
fall. GET INVOLVEDIII
Rythm,, blues & so,ul invades the MUB Pub
next Thursday when Neil and the.Nightlifes
come. Tickets $3 students.
Would you like to go to all MUSO eve~ts
free? Then JOIN US!!' Stop by our office
in the MUB .(rm. 148) for an application.
Deadline is next Tuesday.
Stephanie in :red ~ What can I do, we are
stil_l two, hbw can you condone me being
alone? l.' m sick of rhy1ming , are you two
timing? L

By GARY LARSON

1979 Ford Fiesta , good condition, $1 050 ,
must sel l, call 332-0172 after 5 p.m . or
anytime weekends.
1983 Ni ssan,- Stanza, excellent condition,
electri c sunroof, four new tires, five speed,
$4,000 or best offer. Must sell. WHAT
NUMBER DO WE CALL?
1981 Honda Passport Motorscooter, two
seater with rear basket, excellent condition,
recent tune up. Great for, summer' $550
or best offer. Includes cha in, locket, helmet.
Ca ll Stephanie, 868-1707 or 868-1108
'75 Saab 99GL, '80 engine and transmission, good condition, needs fuel pump.
Evenings 431-0913 ,

. H 'e y Joe, you sexy
thing, am I ever going
to see that skirt again,
or will you be using it
for the pledge dance?
Love,J.S.

CLASSIFIED
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR TE)<TBOOKS!!l *Sell your books at the , UNH
Bookstore after your~ exams and enter 0ur
drawing for a membership at the Franklin
Fitne~s Center*. BUYBACK WEEK - May
18th - May 22nd.
.
GRAHAM CHAPMAN (of Monty Python)
will be here April 30th. ·
WIZARD OF OZ!!I! Midnig_ht Thursday!II
showings at 7, 9:30 &.12.
---------------------VOTE _JONES AND
CLARKE. ---------------------E-lectiO:ns for SBP and
SBVP April 14th a;nd 15th. _

"Antiques by Wiswall House." We buy &
sell. Wed. thru Sat. 10-6. Wiswall Rd
Durham (off Packers Fall~ Rd.) 659-5106 ,.

Hey Fred-Make su~e you- stick around the
weekend of April 23-26 for UNH's Spring
Jubilee. I wouldn't want you to miss out
on the fun' Love, Priscilla.
To the Vac Pap~rgirl, Forget the personals
you don't write newspapers y_ou deliver
them whenever our paper isn't late.
MAX CREE.Kl.!! Tonig_ht in the MUB Pub ,
$5 students. Doors open at 7:30. Brought
to yol! by M·uso.
Blond hair, blue eyed, homeboy, I'll miss
ya this weekend'- Be good. Canada bound
Monday. Can't wait to go fishing. OM@ loves
ya! Moppy:
VL T - These last few months have been
fantastic. I hope we can share mal'ly more.
Love A,B,C,&D
L.K. These iast few months have been
fantastic. I hope we can share many more.
Love, E,F,G,&H

The Greek System Review Committee
wants you to share your perceptions of
the UNH Greek System with them Sunday,
April 12, 1987 at the Student Sen·ate
Meeting. 6 p.m. McConnell Hall Rm. 212.
Presentation and discussion s'ess ion
Greeks and. N.on-Greeks -enicouraged.:to
attend.
·

"Time Bandits" - a funny movie, go see
it S-UNDAY NiGHT in the Strafford Rm
MUB at 7 and 9:30. $1 student admissio~:
Presented _by the MUSO,Film Series:

MAX CRE-EKI 11 Tonight in the MUB Pub.
$5 students. Dpors open at 7:30. Brought
to you by MUSO. ·
.

MAX 9R EEK!11 Tonight in the MUB Put/
$5 stude nts. Doors open at 7:30. ·Brought
to. y0u by MUSO:

"Time Band[ts" a funny movie, go see
it SUNDAY NIGHT in the Strafford Rm
MUB at 7- and _9:3.0. $1 student admissio~:
-Presented by the M'l.JSO Film Series.

Blue Jean Day! You don't have to 6e gay
to su,pp9rt gay rights. Wear b_lue jearis oi;i
Wednesday ~pril 15.
.

COMING SOON' Spr-ing Fling .... A day filled
with en1ertainment, games, mGvies and
food. )t's ,at Stoke on April 11th. Don't miss
it.

You th~ught I would never send one? Weli
here it is Juliet' Love, Romeo _
.
. ·.

Wanted: Toy trnins and accessories, any
size any condition any amount. Cal! Joe
at 664-5184.

Blue Jean Day' Wear blue jeans in support ·
of l~bian and 9ay rights on Wednesday,
April 15.
. .

The Greek Sy~_tem Review c ·ofn'mitt_ef')
wants you t·o share your perr::eptions of
the UNH Greek Syster.n with them Sunday,
April 12, 191F at tt:ie Student Senate
Meeting. 6 _p.m. McConnell Hall Rm. 212.
Presentation' and discussion session
Greeks and Non-Greeks encouraged to .
attend. ·
·

"Time Bandits" - a funny movie, go see
it SUNDAY NIGHT in the Strafford Rm
MUB at 7 and 9:30. $1 student admissio~:
Presenteq by the MUSO Film Series.
P.RO TYPIST. 95 wmp. Vari-able rates.Termpapers, reports, etc. Call Maureen at 742- ·
5920 (days) or 335-1987 (evenings).

• MRB - These last couple months have been
fantastic. I hope we can share many morE/.
Love, JMF

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA Project Ma~~
ager needed FREE vacation plus $$$ 1 800-237-2061
.

Dave: thanks for letting me crash in your
room, if you want to call it a room. Clean
that---- up! You know I love you very much.
I miss you, Mushie!!! Liza (and D-2 ·doesn't
expect a wake up.call at 3:00 am, ha ha)

Pook, I'm hurryin', I'm hurryin'I Believe
me .. .l'm hurryin'' I mean .. the Alhambra,
Sierra_Nevada, and rest of Granada are
great, but you're my favorite sce.nery'Ya
know what? I love you tool SCXOXOTT

Ladies (and
do mean LADIES) and
ge_ntlemen. It's LOYAL JIM SANTORA'S
birthday. May .he get what he wishes ... (ha,
ha, ha)

Hey Weasel- did I tell you about meeting
Keith Haring in a restaurant in New York
City over Spring Break?

Mar/ and Carie, (alias Miss Lynch): Just
wanted to appologize for my rude behavior
Saturdays night. I knnw you mean the world
to Mike-I'm sorry tor acting like such a bite!;)!
Feeling badly, lnebraited on the Nile.

Pook, I'm hurryin', I'm hurryin'I Beli ev~
Ed, please return my blue jeans. It's wicked : me ... l'm hurryin'I I mean .. the -Alhambra,
Sierra Nevada, and rest of Granada are
import13nt because of the ... nice weather.
great, but you're my favorite scenery'Ya
Ya, that's it, the nice weather. Your
know what? I love you tool SCXOXOTT
Congreve Roomie John•
Have you or a friend ever drove or been
driven, to a party or bar and been too
Lost, one p.a ir of black, la_cy und.e rwe~r
intoxicated to drive home. rt yes, next time
with see through crotch and velcro snaps.
call SAFf:-RIDES at 862-1414. We operate
PLEASE return to Andy on Congreve
Thursdays .thrn>ugh Saturdays between 10
second as soon as possible.
.
p.m. and 2 a.ill.

Mr. Moore: hope you are feeling better... Cape Cod in the near future? I hope so.
Always, Lisa
P.K. I think you should most definitely go
to San Diego' It wili be the greatest thing
for you. See you this weekend? lt_
's about
time. You owe me 9 drink, remember. .. (ha,
ha) Lots of love, Lisa
Safe-Rides is a free an,d <>:onfident ial ·
service for UNh students that are intox- ·
icateGl and should not be driving. Thursdays
through Saturdays, 10 p.m.-2 a.m. Call 8621414

Andrew C: Guess who called? Mrs. A.' She
says sh.e approves of my new home on
Madbury Road, and I told her about those
long hours we've spent.working on vocabulary li_~ts.•(remember those?) Good luck
with the Greek Eating Orgy'
•·

M. Here's wishing you the best of luck down
in Gloucester. I'm sure you'll do a supurb,
professional job. No need to worry: you 'l'I
be 'the best catch they've ever had.- B.

Safe-Rides is a free and confidential
service for UNh students that are intoxicated and should not be driving. Thursdays
through Saturdays, 1O p.m.-2 a.m. Call 8621414

PLEASE LIFT THE SEAT

0

Pizza Wars: As o.f 4-5-87 Williamson 8th
is in 1.st; W-sen 1Clth is in 2nd; W-sen 2nd
is in 3rd; Mar.ston House is n 4th. ·THERE
ARE TWO WEEl:<S LEFT. LET'S GO!!!'
MR_
B & JMF, We are all so impressed with
your spelling ability' Stay as cute and nice
as you are! AFA , TLA GLA, do~'t change.
Love, l,J,K,&L
ABC - One step backward is two steps
forward. I'm gjad' things got straightened
out. Everi when you are a homewrecker
you're still S.S.S. and C! just watch ou~
for th·at hungry breath. Get psyched for
this weekend: Surprise, surprise, surprise.
IAY-JBC
Spring Cleanup, Fast, high quality reconditioning of lawns, gardens and shrubbery.
Odd ,jobs, pr?fessio.nal unthatching. Fre
• estimate. Call Jim D. 868-7265 anytime.
Mary and Carie, (alias Miss Lynch) ' Just
wanted to appologize for my rude behavior
Saturdays night. I know you mean the world
to Mike-I'm sorry for acting like such a bitch'
Feeling badly, lnebraited on ·the Nile.
Andrew ·c: Guess who called? Mrs. A.' She
says she approves of my new h~me on
Madbury Road, and I told her about those
long heurs we've spent working on vocab. ulary lists (remember those?) Good luck
with the Greek Eating Orgy'
Mr_
. Moqre: hope ·you are feeling better
.,. ·:-·Cape Cod in the near f.uture? I hope so.
f.lways, Lisa
0

lntereste_d in learning abnut th~; U.N? Join
the Model U.N. Organization' We participa.te
inmoc'k 'sessions with other colleges all · · P.K. I think .you should most defir.1itely go
to San Diego' .It will be the greatest thing
ovedhe country, as well as even,ts here
for you. See you this weekend? It's about
on cmapus. Weekly meetings: Mondays,
time. You owe- me a drink, remember ... (ha,
7:00 Horton Rm.
·
ha) Lots of love, Lisa

FLETCH-It's two -,yeeks late now, and I'm
re ally SCARED'!' Please get in to.uch with
me, my father wants to meet you. Luv Jill

Sell your Car
•

1n

The Ne'W Hampshire
classifieds!
j

·su hm it
1-

L

ads to
The New Hampshire ··
busines~ office, Rm. 108, MUB,
Monday thr~ugh Friday, 10-3.
($J per 20 .wOrds)
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Jumpin' Jake

By Bob Durling
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SUMMER JOBS

A

at camp for .
: underprivileged 10
to 12 year-old
New Hampshire boys. Nine demanding
but rewarding ,veeks on island-based
program .,Salary $1000, plus room
and board, tor summer. Work/study
possibility. Requir,es dedication,
and an att1nity tor the outdoors
and athletics.

April 1987 · SALE
(price: reg/sale))

~

/

it was "an excellent first issue,"
with a "good balance between
columns and features·." She said
the _UNH connection "speaks
very well for our journalism
program." She felt the stories
were a bit lengthy, but she said,
"the ql;lality of the writing made
me want to read them."
TTNH ;,ini or Chric: PoJlet,

howeve-r, was ''unimpressed
with the 's tories. They just did
not grab me." He said he "expected ,to see some decent human i.nterest stories. But the
topics were weak." ,
·
"NH Weekly" will be available only in Sunday Globes sold
·io New Hampshire. .

For more Information write:
Alan M . Cantor, Ex. Dir.
lr,tPO Box 120
811stol, NH 03222
MAYHEW
Protram
or call 603-744-6131 .

1t

Look Sport Pedal $79.95
Look Competition Pedal $109.95
· Mavic Look Pedal $99.95
Bell Windjammer Helmet $29.99
Monarch 290.4 Helmets $50/34.95
Cannondale Touring Shoes $40/$19.99
Detto Pietro Racing Cleats $37/ $29.95 .
Trainin<i Jackets $79.95/$39.93
Trek 760 Racing Frame R531 $349.95

Exercyles, Windtrainers &
Roilers
Vetta Windtrainer $89/$69.95
Monarch 888 Suoersturdy $289/$199

Cannondale Clothing
Polypro Tights $49/$29.99
-Lycra~With Piping $39/$24.99
-Lycra Color Stripe $39/$28.99
Wool Jacket Nylon Front $69/$39.95
Booties Neoprene and Thinsulate $14-$29

1986 Bicycles
Nishiki Sport $279/$249.95
Olympic 12 $349/$309.95
Prestige $425/$399.95
International $549/$499. 95
Cannondale
SR 400 $469/$438.95

I
I
SpringTuneups
· Major Overhaul & Cleaning $175.95
I
Regular Overhaul $75.95
I
Major Tuneup. $39.95
I
Tuneup $29.95
I
Mini-Tuneup $19.95
. __ I
Used Bi(ycles
I
Fuji Del Rey 25" $310/$279.95
· Bianchi 21" $299/$259.95
I
L. Unique 23"_$325/$299.95
I
Schwinns (Many) $30-$200
I
1984 Nishiki International 23" $300/$249
23" Austro-Saimler $310/$239.95
I
Cyclepro Mountain $325/$289.95
I · Sears Mountain 21" $129/$99.95

Busl
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! Interested in justice, law, and main-

l

i*

·•
_: taining a safe university envir:on-:
!• ment?·
!*
•
-*
•
*

!• Join'the UNH Judicial *i

i• System!

~

-

**

! ·Aprlicatbr{s are available now for:
~
! University Judicial Board

:

!*

t• University Appeals Board-

*

:
!*

!

••• Pick up applications in the Student Affairs
Allied Programs Office (on the Fairchild side
•! of Huddleston Hall)

, Devine 7L
$1 students
$2 non-students

I

**

••

folk/ pop/ originals

· PFO Funded

:

v

!• Associate Judicial Board .
! Student Adviser Program

guitar & voc~l

SATURDAY
APRIL 11
8-12 midnight

(1

1

~

TOM PIROZZOLI

:

*

A

*
*
***

!

!·

.
!

:t

:

- *

*:

•~

*
*
t Applications are due on April 17 :
Questions? Contact _.Yerry Ollila or Bill Thompson}
• Judi~ial Coordinators} ·at 862~ 3494
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UNH · ·

Summer

HORSEMANSHIP .
Credit
ANSC 402

'

· .

.

•,? • .

Non-Credit

6134-6139

Session 5
July 6-Aug. 7

Session I
May 25-June,26

'·,_

.

-...... ...
.

NON-CREDIT:
Intermediate: 11:10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.;
M-F; Lab Fee-$75.00
Beginner: 1:10-2:30 p.m.; M-F ·
lntermedi•ate: 5:10-6:30 p.m.;
T,W,TH;
·
NON-CREDIT: Lab· Fee-$50.00
.
.
Fee-: $50.00
Lab
T,W,TH
.;
p.m
-6:30
Beginner: 5:10
Intermediate: 6:40-8:00 p.m.; T,W,TH . Beginner: 6:40-8:00 p.m.; T,W,TH

CREDIT: Lab Fee-$75.00 ·
Advanced: 8:10-9:30 a.m .; M-F. .
Beginner: 10:10-11 :30; M-F
Intermediate: 3:10-4.:30 p.m.; M-F

. SIGN-UP: April J3 .8:00 a.m.
Light Horse Classroom
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SAVE A FORTUNE
In today's world of high prices and service at a snail's
pace, it's great to see an exception to the rule. At Kinko's
you get the highest quality copies available at a price that
will save you a fortune. And if you don't take advantage of
our great service and prices - well, that's the way the
cookie crumbles.

Lab fee due at sign-up for permissi~n

1

kinko•s®

/

creat copies. creat p~ople. .

..
To sign-up after April 13 or·for more information,
.

·
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call 862-11 71
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TUNE IN THE WEEK OF
APRIL 6-12
/FOR
WUNR'S

ANNUAL
FUND RAISING
MARATHON

· 51 Main Stt'eet, Durham

868-6322

QUIET RIOT
"POKING FUN TO MAKE A POINT"
7 P.M.
APRIL 12
SUNDAY,
.ln the _Field House-Free·Admission
sponsored ·by the DAC ·for Drug Awareness Week
I

HEAR DETAILS ON-HOW
YOU CAN HELP U·S AND

GET SPECIAL PRIZES
L I K .E : T - S H I R T S ,
TICKETS, . AL BUMS;
- BUMPER STICKERS ,
BUTTONS·, AND MUCH
MORE!
-•.· TLlb_ 60U ND ALTb_QNATl\/b_ --_.-·_.
. ..
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m,uch, mtich more -
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-Do you know -.

.· •The New Bampahire

·what happens
at the Student Se. -
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Play Ball! - ·• Picks ·. forth~ '87 season
•

•
Mi-n~esota
-Philadelphia
hit for ·a few years," says Pete .. !
New manager Tom Kelly
It was the spring to acquire Pitching is also strong.
•
brings some life to this team... catchers as Philly signed former
:
Have power in Puckett (31 Tiger Lance Parrish ... Won't Houston
:.
HRs); Gaetti (34 HRs) and have problems with the offense
No western division champ:
Hrbek (29 HRs), but most oC, (Hayes·, Schmidt, Easler, Glen has repeolJed since the '78•
those came at that joke of a Wilson), but pitching staff has Dodgers ... Astros will fight it:
st adium, the Metrodome ... Pitch- ,a lot on its shoulders ... Stopper · out with the Reds all year and:
ing could be inconsi st ent with could be Tekulve. ·
it'll be a dose race .. , Nolan Ryan•
Baltimore
Frank Viola ( 16-13) and Mike is q~estionable with a son~:
TheBirds have pitching prob- . Smithson (13-14) ... Addition . Chicago Cubs
elbow, -but Mike "Cy" Scott:
lems.:. Mike Boddicker had a so- of premier reliever Jeff Reardon - Talk about a fall from the should roll again ... Slugger•
so season Ia st year (14- 12 ) while should help.
·
· top ... Key addition was getting Glenn Davis (31 HR, 101 RBI):
Scott McGregor and Mike Flanold Expo, Andre Daws,on ... . will have to ·produce ... Loss of:
agan floundered ... Eddie Murray Kansas City
Dawson should tear up Wrigley Dickie Thon (eye) is disappoint~•
ha";; something to prove coming
An awful lot depends on the with his .346 career batting ing.
~
:
off a 17-homerun season ... Man- · _success of the fallen, like Saber- average _there ... Moved out•
ager Cal Ripken, Sr. is going to hagen, a disappointing 7-12 last fielder Keith Moreland from SanFrancisco
: find out what drove Earl Weaver year, and the Quiz, who had only outfield to the hot corner,
Could be the surprise team:
12 saves in a supporting role.:.. making Cubs fans who sit be- of the season ... Have a fine,•
out ... .Frust ration.
Acquisition of Danny Tartabull- hind first base a little uneasy... young infield and a 20-game:
MiS'lwu
· dasukaeree sour .n the· beer (h2 5 ~Rds, ~6 ·RBflGs). should ·aid Pitching .. . What's .that? .. Sut- winner in Mike Krukow ... :
1
t e pro uctton ° eorge Brett... cliffe (5-14), Eckersley (6-11), Bullpen is solid, but st,uters:
capital of America ... Ever since Mark Gubicza could be the and Sanderson (.9-11) are the aren't ... Manager Roger Craig•
Robin Yount moved to the stopper.
top three ... Cub fans in the is hoping for comebacks from:
outfield, this .team hasri't been
bleachers should collect some Atlee Hammaker, Roger Ma-•
:Toronto
the same ... Team hopes that Rob · Chicago White §.ox
_
souvemrs.
. son, and Jim Gott ... But that's:
• They have the talent to take Otter (33 HR, 179 K's) will have
The White '. 'Sox will have
-,,--_a lot of hoping.~
:
:rhe toughest division in base- learned a lesson and Teddy problems .. ,.,Old fri~nd Pudge _ Montreal
:
••ball ... Bats will be lively for Higuera (20-11) will help.
is in left and Ron Hassey will
Los Angeles
•
·
- ·C h ·
k ··
The Expos ha:ve succeeded in
b e DH mg·:·
•Barfield, Bell, and Moseby...
ate er is roo ie
If
history
prevails,
LA
will...••
· · w h O· h as "Im·
changing their annual label of
R on ·K ar k ovice
•.Good lefty inJ·immy Key ... .Dave
The Dodgers have won thee
d
·
·
·
f
11
·
O
·
presse sprrng trarnrng
ow- "best team on paper" to "worst division in each of the last three••
••Stieb will be looking to make
• •
· pttc
·' h.mg st aff wit
· h team on p~per" ... Dawson,
•a comeback ... The success of
ers... E rrattc
odd-numbered seasons ... Count-••
·
·(
10
14)
Fl
d
B
st
:stieb and )im ,Clancy will be
oy
anni er
an d .Raines, and Reardon ·are gone ... ing on a comeback from P~drc;>e
•k
kl d
Richard Dotson ( 10-17) .. , A The right-fielder is named Guerrero and 20-plus wins from:
• eys.
Oa an
I
· h w· d c·
•
It is finally · the A's and ·,.· ong summer 10 t e 10 Y .tty. Winningham and the -pitchers Fernando ... Could be counting••
are Se bra, Tibbs, and Burke ... .
· :cleveland ·
manager Tony LaRussa's year... Seattle
Buck Rogers' team will fight it too much on Fernando, though .•
• OK, OK, everyone;s saying The acquisition of ReggieJ-ackCould be the worst team in out with Pittsburgh for the title
.
:
,, :rhis is the year of the Tribe ( they son, you may laugh, is .g.ding to
of NL doormat.
San Diego . .
•
:are the only east team that help .. . His experience may be . all of baseball... T rad ed away
The Padres are hinging their:
-•hasn't won the division in the very valuable to this .group of youn-;g talent in Danny Tartabull
hopes on some youngsters ... :
·. :1ast three decades) ... Give them youngsters ... Last season's top for two pitchers named Bank- · Pittsburgh
·
Will have the youngest, and•
:some more time ... They are the rookie, AJose Canseco, should . head a nd Powell... Infield is
What can you say? .. Loss of possibly the weakest middle in:
•Cinderel.la team of the season... continue his onslaughtof AL in.e xperienced ... Dick W'illiams' Pena leaves a huge gap open baseball with catcher Benito:
:Plenty_o.f of tense with <:;art~r, pitcher,s (3 3 HR, 11 7 RBI)... already-high blood pressure will behind the plate ... Untapped Santiago, second-baseman Jose•
· A n d u1ar,
· · ·1f i1e
r.. stays
·
,
-rise a few no.tches this summer:· · pote.nt-i"al i·n Bobby Bond's son , c ora, an d center- f"1e Id er S am••
:Thorton, and Cory Sny d et ... Joaqutn
:Pitching-is a question mark.
sa,ne, will show the talent that
Barry .. : Pi~ching staff thin with- Jefferson, aU: rookjes ... O~d ~an:
•
he has.
obut ·Rick fRhoden ... _Anhoth_e~ Garvey keeps rollrng ... P1tchrng•
-:Boston
.
ummer o a summer rn t e city ' could be the strength with the:
: I couldn't put the Yankees Texas
.
·New York Mets
of st eel.
·
acquisition of Storm Davi~. · :
eahead of the Sox, but the end · · The Rangers and A's shoul~
Hate 'em as much as you
..
•
: of_ltlhhe RIogeNrCledmens'. holGdoudt sHtage a fierce early_ au tumbbn wWa!··· Lwant, thedfacht rerr:1;ains tha t th~
AtTlahntaB·
s f.fer from lac·
·• w1
e p... ee , to sign e ave young arms rn 8 o y itt,
etsgoes o ave some ta 1ent
e _raves u
~
.
:man ... Otherwise, pitching is Edwin Correa, and Jose Guz- : Hernandez, Carter, Strawberof a bat to c,omplimerit D~le.
:a sore spot as is evident by the ma·n, but all are unproven... ry, Ojeda~ Darling ... The tern- Cincinnati
Murphy now that Bob Hornet!
•fa.ct that Bob Stanley was the Tough middle of the order with porary loss of Gooden to rehab
Quite simply, -Pete Rose h<!s is gc;rne ... The team relies on ae
·, :opening Day pitcher... Health the Peres (O'Brien and In~avi- shouldn't hurt them ... Strong the best crop of young talent youngster, Gerald Perry ... They!
·. •of Hurst and Boyd is importan~gifa) fo1lowed by Larry Parrish... defensively up the middle with in the league ... They may have made moves to acquire peoplt.!
. =~sis Oil <:an avoiding_th~en Rejuvenated A's too much in Carter, Santana, Backman, and the best in Eric Davis ... He can like Damaso Garcia, Ken Grif,.
_: m the whw~ coat~ ~
·
the long run.
Dykstra ... Only qu~stion mark run and hit for power. .. Kai fey, and Dion James, but thi(
•
is if off-season publicity haunts Daniels and Barry Larkin will could be manager Chuck.e
· :New York Yankees
California
them.
hit in front of Dave Parlier, !anne~'s fourth ,straig~t seaso1
: All I ever hear is Winfield,
Angels will suffer from lack
__
_Buddy Bell and Davis ... Will .m the .cellar (two at Pittsburgh•
• Henderson, Mattiqgly ... Well of e·x perience ... Grich retired·, St. Louis ·,
_
Rose hit??? "l can still oinch- one at Atlanta).
· :
_: what about the pitching? .. They Reggie moved down the roa-d
Corrected a major weakness:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••·
: traded for Rick Rhoden and and Bob Boone is in a Rich by signing C Tony Pena ... They:
• Dennis Rasmussen is coming Gedma~-type situation ... Wally · have the Ferrari of baseball's•
:off a good year, but I'm sorry, Joyner should recover from his base thieves in Vince Coleman,:
:TommfJohn is washed up... celebrated spider-bite in the but they need some punch from•
(continued fro!_ll page 36)
•Speed? - check ... Power? - playoffs ... Have a gQod pitching Jack Clark's bat .. . second-best:
:check. .. Experience? - check... staff in Candelaria, Witt, McCas- pitching -staff in the division ... :
•Pitching? - well, that's another kill, and Sutton, but the Halos Herr, McGee, and Coleman•
"The test of the team has to start has now saved 37 of the 55 shots
· :story.
just aren't the same anymore.
must raise averages.
: . shooting more."
at her.
• . Wildcat goalie Cathy Narsiff, rifled
The defeat wo1i't sit too· well
facing her toughest challenge withUNH's.numbereight rankof the young season, performed ing in the national women's
(c;:ontinued frompage 36)
well stopping 15 Big Green lacrosse poll. Things don't ·g et
shots. At the other end of the any easier e~ther. Next in line
· the ball is, and where the get frustrated, but I have no- beli~f
of the team is that a . field, Dartmouth's Maureen to play the 'Cats is Temple,
blockers are set. This ability thing but praise for my team- positive attitude can enhance
Powers blocked seven Wildcat nationally-ranked and the team
. comes from his experience of mates. Their improvement has
their record.
shots.
· that knocked the Wildcats out
_. reading the opponents from been great, especially Malcolm.
As Coach Baker and Coach ·
· With two goals and an assist, of the NCAA tournament last
watching so many other games. (Brand). He's developed into
Anania said, "The team is
Geromini still sits at'op the year.
.
. _
DesMaisqn's obvious leading one of our biggest blockers,"
prepared and has really come
UNH scoring board with f 4
For
the
team,
it
would
be
nice
role is evident ori and off the said DesMaisons.
together. The ability on the
goals and 15 assists for 29 to get some revenge for that -loss _
court. His teammates look to
Anticipating their continued
team is unreal. We look forward
points. Collins is close behind and get back on the winning
him and-rely C?n him during the success of the season for this · to the weekend.''.
with 21 goals to match 6 assists track. "We·have to go out and
·matches and ask him for ·advice weekend, the coaches and playThe playoffs start tomorrow
for 27 points. IQ goa-1, N arsiff play our game," said Granese.
and suggestions at practice.
en; of the Men's Volleyball Club
at 9:00 for this club; a club that
'Tm the first to admit my have the enthusiasm it takes to
deserves the rnspect and attenintensity with the sport. I do maintain a posfrive attitude. The
tion of a UNH varsity team.
:By Rick Kampersal
•
: · It's time t~ forg~t about the ·
:snow and rain and start concen•trating on America's favorite
:Summer pastime, baseball.
:rhere have been many twists
eand surprises this springi the
~oger Clemens' holdout, the
:Cardinals' key acquisition of All.Star catcher Tony Pena, and the
:talk of how the Reds and man.,.
•ager Pete Rose could have a
~ynasty on their hands. With
-:that in mind, we decided to make
•some predictions, some fearless,
:Some not. So erase that haunting
:memory of Mookie Wilson's
efeeble groundball going through
:Sill Buckner's legs. It's a new
)eason and there should be some
:nteresting races c;orrie the dog
~ays of August.
:
•

:

Detroit
A catching quandary in Defroit ... What to do without Lance
Parrish is a -problem ... An
unhappy Jack Morris returns
and Sparky Anderson hopes
D<!,n Petry can regain his old
form.
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Ba·s eball and Men's Lacros~e team.s .h ave ·
home 'games this weekend. Check the

··ciUe·ndar·on page five. /'.
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MISSED THE GAME?
find out who won in

The _N ew !lainpshire
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Sports
La cro sse,wo me n los e first to Da rtm out h

,
1fhe UN}J women•s lacr:osse team suffered it's first loss of the •s7 spring season yesterday
The
team.
Temple
tough
a
8-6 against Dartmout h. The team next steps into action against
game -will be held at a neutral site, UMass. UNH's first home contest is April 18, vs. UMass
(Craig Parker photo)·

O'Connor assisted on Collins'
By Paul Sweeney
As far as the weather goes, second goal to produce the rest
the UNH women's lacrosse of the Wildcat's damage for the ~
te.am has ran into a little luck first half.
Collins continued her offe~of late. The team has managed
to avoid the rain that is mixing sive assault with two more goals
up the seasons of all the other in the second half, one unassist- ed and the other on a pass from
Wildcat spring sports teams.
Perhaps yesterday, though, freshman Beth O'Connor. Geromihi added her second goal,
the 'Cats' would have appreciated a prolonged downfall making assisted by Maura Naughton ,
but it 'Yasn't enough to give the
field conditions unplayable.
'Cats' their fifth consecutiv e
Traveli,n g to Hanover to face
,
of the season.
victory
h,
Dartmout
the Big Green of
Though the Wildcats ·o utUNH was handed an 8-6 loss,
scored Dartmout h 3-2 in the
their,first of the season.
According to Wildcat assist- . second half, when it was all
ant coach Sherren Granese, it . added up; the result was a Big
was simply a matter of the Big .' Green 8-6 triumph. Dartmouth's Verena DeCholno ky
Greehoutp layingtheL ady 'Cats.
"Dartmou th played really well was the principle t:horn in the
and we just made too m~ny Wildcat's foot, contributin g four
goals ·to the winner's total.
mistakes," Granese said.
For the aftemoon , DartIt was UNH who jumped into
the lead early on as Pauline mouth outshot UNH 23-13.
Collins scored her: ~ighteenth This is an area in which Granese
gqal of the season-, assisted by. wouldn't mind seeing some
improveme nt. "Pauline was the ·
Karen Geromini.
who was taking most of the
one
in
score
Dartmout h tied the
shots, so of course she's going ·
a matter of 37 seconds, though,
to get the goals," Granese said.
en roµte to taking a 6-3 halftime
advantage . Karen Geromini WOMEN's LAX, page 35
scored unassisted and Beth

·Vol leyb alle rs set
for pla yof f act ion
By Kathy Daly
This team, technicaJly, cannot,
even be called a team. They do
not have matching unifor_ms, \
do not get priority in the field
house over intramura l basketball ·for practice, and do not get
the recognitio n they des_e rve.
'_[hey are the UNH Men's Volleyball Club. .
This weekend, the team travels to M.I.T. for the New .England Collegiat e VoJleybal l
League Division I Playoffs after
posting a 10-4 record this se·ason.
The top two teams from each
division make the playoffs and
UNH finished tied for first in.
their division' with a 3-1 record.
This qualified them for the
playoffs.
Going into the final weekend
of competitiv e play, enthusiasm
permeates the attitudes of the
players. This year, the· team has
five· returning players from last
year's 6-3 squad and eight new
playe.rs:
The five returners are Jeff
O'Hearn, Malcolm Brand, Jon
Patterson , Mike Stinson, and
Dave DesMaiso ns. The new
players are Norm Morrison,
Chris Rice, Erik O'Connor, Jeff
Perham, Chris Lerra, John Albano, Jon Clough, and Mike
.Marquis.
Although inexperien ced, the
team believes that with a positive attitude, they are capable
of beating any team in the
playoffs. Head Coach Barb Baker emphasize d, "The team as
a unit has improved tremendously and has great potential
for the up-coming matches."
. Over the last two years, the
men's program has grown in
number and prestige. It has gone

unknown that . the team has
made it to the N.E.C.V.L. Division I Playoffs for the last four .
years as a club sport rnmpeting
against teams with varsity status
at their respective schools. This
year, the club .held try-outs the
first week in November attracting over forty potentia l
·
members.
Much of the improvem ent
I
can be attributed to the bench
players who have given the team
more depth than expected. With
so many new players on the
team, creating depth on the
bench ,night have ,been a prob:..
lem. Not with this team's enthusiasm, though.
Assistant Coach Paula Anania
stressed, "The bench has come
through for us. These players
have gained experienc e and
have really added to our depth."
Coach Baker added, "The team
is so supportiv e of the bench
players. During .a game, one - It's been a while since Brackett Field has looked as good as it's looking right now. The dirt
.substitutio n can ruin the chemthis weekend as the 'Cats' host five games.(Craig Parker photo)
istry of the players on the court, will gets it's fir~.t footprints
but this team doesn't let that
. happen. On the court, they are
a unit."
The team's. captain, DesMaisons, is a sophomor e from
Warwick, Rhode Island. Elected
by his teammate s last year,
.
place over the pitcher's mound
By Derek O'Grady
necticut.
DesMaison s has provided conSaturday 1 the two teams will and home plate area. An extra
The UNH baseball team was
tinuity ·and stability for the team
involved in a doublehea der in square off in a doublehead er and layer of well-groom ed dirt is on
and the program over the last
Kingston, Rhode Island yester- on Sunday they'll play a single the infield and there are no
two years.
day against the Rams of URI. game . .This is the first y~ar puddles to be seen. ·
His leadership and expeThe only scar visible is a long '
The scores were late and un- Central Connectic ut has comrience on the court is evident
The
North.
strip of gauged grass
ECAC
the
narrow
in
peted
time.
press
at
available
tip
sets
and
calls
He
by his play.
After 17 straight road games, 'Cats' VVtill also host UMass in running from left to center£ield.
the plays from his governing
the UNH team will finally get a doublehead er on Monday. All That do~sn't look to be a probposition of setter. To him,
lem, though. Neither does the
to play within the friendly · games begin at 1:00.
talking on the court is key. By
Field
Brackett
we·ather. Saturday's forec·ast
ly,
this
Field
Incidental
Brackett
of
confines
teammates
his
helps
he
talking,
despite
condition
for sun with temperatur es
calls
their
excellent
in
open
is
They'll
weekend.
know where each other is, where
ECAC North sch_edule with the monsoons that have flooded r~a,chjng 70-degrees . It's about
three. am.es vs. Central Con- the area recend . Tar s .are 'in Wile.
VOLLEY, page 35
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